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Editorial
At first blush, this edition of A/TQ may
seem like more like a military history
journal than a journal dedicated to the
Air Mobility mission. But, upon closer
inspection I’m sure you find that all the
historical information has strong ties to
Air Mobility.
The cover story, The Women of Air
Mobility, took on a life of its own as more and
more information came to light about the
amazing role American women have played
in our nation’s military history. There is a
caveat about the cover story I would like to
point out. As it says in the story ‘Historical
“overviews,” by their very nature, run the
risk of “offending by omission,”’ so please
accept my sincere apology if your favorite
female aviator isn’t mentioned. As with
other subjects concerning the Air Mobility
mission – “There’s a book in there!”
The special feature story, The Legacy
of the Berlin Airlift Lives On, was written
especially for A/TQ, as a response to my
request for information about Germany’s
involvement in activities and events
planned in celebration of the 60th Anniversary of the Berlin Airlift. It was written by Ms. Karen Carstens and Dr. Georg
Schulze Zumkley, of the diplomatic corps
at the German Embassy, in Washington
D.C. Their hard work and quick response
embody the spirit of friendship that is the
theme of story. Be sure to check out the
internet links mentioned at the end of
story – you just may find an event near
you well worth attending.
The “Mobility Heritage & Heroes” features the story of a heart-warming flight
dedicated to the “most decorated unit in
U.S. military history,” and, while it is a
WWII army unit, it just seemed appropriate to share a little about the brave soldiers
of the 442nd “Go for Broke” Regimental Combat Team and the 100th “Purple
Heart” Battalion.
Finally, while not history related, there
are five other pages of important information in this edition – The Rules of Engagement (ROE) for the 2008 A/TA Convention & Symposium (pages 22-25), and the
2008 A/TA Convention Registration Form
(page 28). As Bud and Pam Traynor point
out in the intro to the ROE, it is extremely
important to read and understand the
various aspects of successfully registering for the Convention without incurring
painful consequences when you least expect them (like no room at the inn or no
seat at the table).
As usual the planning for this year’s
convention is proceeding smoothly, and
it is shaping up to be the best ever.
Register Early – Save Money!

Chairman’s

COMMENTS
Allow me to re-introduce myself—this time as Acting Chairman. I am
proud to step in and follow General Fogleman and work with A/TA President Mark Smith.
Mark and all the men and women who volunteer so much of their time
deserve our gratitude for making A/TA a unique first class association. I
have four items to discuss with you in this first quarterly column.
First, let me explain why I’m writing this issue’s Chairman’s remarks—
and not General Ron Fogleman. In early April, General Fogleman resigned
after nearly 4 years as A/TA Chairman. General Fogleman resigned as
Chairman because he chose to take a public stand in opposition to the
Air Force’s KC-45 decision—more than advocating a particular weapon
system. His personal position on the KC-45 had been well known for a
Gen Walter Kross
long time. Since the early 1990s, General Fogleman’s significant service to
USAF, Ret
A/TA has been extraordinary. His innovative “outside-the-box” creativity
propelled A/TA to its highest level as a professional association. He has been the principal architect of
what has become the “Modern A/TA.”
Second, a few thoughts on A/TA. Like many of you, I see A/TA as my professional organization for
life. A/TA is where we convene with our air mobility professionals—whether locally or at our annual
convention. It’s where we find those special people who practice our core competency. It’s where we
find those who respect, value, and execute our professional skill set—anytime, anywhere. It ‘s where we
find those who share our passion for what we do. It’s where we find who we admire—those who have
done it and those who ARE doing it. When air mobility goes to work around the world, A/TA members
people the team.
Third, this year’s convention theme—Berlin to Baghdad and Beyond—springs from the importance
of 2008 as the 60th anniversary of the Berlin Airlift, the criticality of today’s ongoing Air Force air mobility operations worldwide, and an eye to the future of air mobility ‘s role in shaping tomorrow’s outcomes. This year’s convention in Anaheim will stress all three aspects through our pertinent seminars,
platform speakers and panels, and recognition of this year’s Hall of Fame honoree and other worthy
award winners.
Fourth, I want to congratulate Major General Robert B. Patterson and his wife, Sandy, on Bob’s selection to the A/TA Hall of Fame. For over 30 years, the name Bob Patterson was synonymous with Combat
Airlift. If there was a hot spot in the world, Bob was in the middle of it—usually leading combat airlift
units. He commanded nearly everywhere that combat airlift trains up and deploys from. If there was
an improvement in combat tactics and operations, Bob Patterson’s fingerprints are on it and his intellectual capital is in it. Today’s combat air mobility and special operations were built in many ways on
Bob Patterson’s shoulders. He continued to make valuable contributions in his commercial afterlife. On
the street, the word is that if Bob Patterson says it right—then it’s right. Simple as that. He has been a
lifelong member of A/TA and its predecessors. His leadership as Chairman of A/TA in the 1990s led to
many of the quality elements we enjoy today in A/TA—the result of Bob’s pathfinder-style leadership,
hard work, attention to detail, and consummate teamwork. When A/TA members think of Bob Patterson, two words come to mind—Maximum Respect.
Kay and I look forward to seeing you in Anaheim—where air mobility convenes in November 2008.

Collin R. Bakse, editor
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Secretary’s Notes

President’s

MESSAGE
Greetings air mobility warriors. Thanks for the sacrifices you and your
family are making for air mobility and the United States of America.
I would like to sincerely thank General Ron Fogleman for his service and
dedication to the Airlift/Tanker Association during the past 4 years. While
serving on active duty with General Fogleman and since our retirements,
I’ve admired his leadership and many contributions to air mobility and to
our nation. The Airlift/Tanker Association appreciates your many contributions that enabled us to grow and succeed under your leadership - thanks
again to you and Miss Jane! Frankly, while serving with you during the past
four years as your President, I think I know the “real” reason for your resignation prior to our annual convention, “As a former A/TA Chairman, is Miss
Jane now allowing you to come out of retirement to compete in the 2008
CMSgt Mark Smith
CRUD competition again?” We’ll see you in Anaheim – hopefully around
USAF, Ret
the tables!
As our Association continues to speed forward, it is truly a pleasure and honor to again serve with our
Acting Chairman, General Walt Kross. General Kross was hand-picked last year as a nominee to succeed
General Fogleman as our new A/TA Chairman. General Kross and his wife Kay are true professionals and
dear friends of our air mobility family. I’m sure the Airlift/Tanker Association will reach new levels of
success under General Kross’s watch and we’ll have lots of excitement and fun along the way!
One of the duties of the A/TA President is administering and coordinating our awards program. As
always, volunteers are key to our continued success. I would like to thank four A/TA members who
recently served on our 2008 A/TA Hall of Fame Nomination Committee; Major Emily Farkas, CMSgt
(Ret) Mike Kerver, Ms. Lillian Nolan, and Mr. Collin Bakse. This committee reviewed two previously
submitted packages, two updated packages, and three new packages to submit 3 nominees to the A/TA
Board for consideration into A/TA Hall of Fame. Thanks to these volunteers who leaned forward with
their time, talents, and contributions to our great organization!
Speaking of talent and contributions to air mobility, I am extremely proud to highlight the selection
of Major General (Ret) Bob Patterson into the Airlift/Tanker Association Hall of Fame. General Patterson has made many impressive contributions to the advancement of air mobility during the past five
decades. From taking the first C-130 and C-141 aircrews to Red Flag to test airlift concepts and assault
techniques, to being the first Volant Rodeo Commander to include international teams in the competition, to being an instrumental Field Commander during Operation Urgent Fury as aircrews flew combat
airlift missions from staging bases in the United States to Point Salines, Grenada, to serving as the first
23rd Air Force (Joint Special Operations) Commander – General Bob Patterson has done it all.
As one of the early fathers of Air Force special operations, this visionary leader successfully weaved the
critical airlift piece into the special operations culture. General Patterson’s selfless devotion to growing
the special operations mission left a legacy with an enormous impact on the organizational structure of
today’s Air Force that touches the battles being fought now in Iraq and Afghanistan. The evolution of the
special operations mission in the United States has been nothing short of transformational and unrivaled
by any other country across the globe. General Patterson has truly earned the distinction to be added to
the honor roll of men and women who have helped build the world’s best air mobility force.
I am especially proud to highlight General Patterson’s contributions and dedicated support to the
enlisted force as noted by his selection as an “Order of the Sword” recipient and I must mention that
General Bob and his beautiful and supportive wife Sandy, hail from Chapel Hill, North Carolina
– Go Tar Heels! We look forward to recognizing General Patterson at our 2008 A/TA Convention in
Anaheim, California.
Noting our many professionals, I would like to recognize Brigadier General Kip Self and his team,
LTC Christie Dragan and Major Michele Gill who researched and composed the HOF nomination package on Major General Patterson. The package was well organized and reflected the many accomplishments of our newest A/TA Hall of Fame inductee.
I would like to also recognize Major Chad Annunziata and Major Emily Farkas for their dedicated work
and efforts while serving as AMC-A/TA Action Officers at HQ AMC. Chad and Emily did a great job coordinating many air mobility and convention items for our Association. I would also like to introduce our
new AMC-A/TA Action Officers, Major Jack Rembisz, Major Dave Joerres and Mr. Dave Blomberg. Welcome
aboard Jack, Dave, and Dave and thanks again Chad and Emily for your many contributions to A/TA.
Lastly, thanks to the many air mobility forces serving our country. We are proud of your continued
service and dedication to our great nation. Our prayers and support are with you - God bless you all.
Cabin Report…Secure!

Just a brief introduction to the new face under the “Secretary’s Notes.” I’m Carol Mauchline,
and I am both honored and humbled by my new
position with this great organization. I have been
involved with A/TA for many, many years at the
chapter level, having served over the years as the
Huyser Chapter secretary, membership chairman, treasurer, and
with their annual
golf
tournament
committee. I also
spent most of my
34-year
civilian
career in Air Mobility Command and
know many of you,
but look forward to
meeting many more
of you.
Carol Mauchline
Now on to
business. Our first
board meeting this year was held at MacDill in
February (a welcomed reprieve from winter for
many of us) – and again thanks to the Tony Jannus Chapter for taking such good care of us. The
rest of our 2008 board meetings will be with the
Low Country Chapter at Charleston, 13-14 June,
with the Great Lakes Chapter at Selfridge, 15-16
August; and then, of course, the General Membership meeting at the convention in Anaheim,
6-9 November.
The 2007 Convention was simply fantastic
– due to our incredible volunteers who spent
countless hours hammering out some crucial
parts of the process. We all know A/TA could not
produce the convention without the dedicated
registration volunteers who put in long hours on
their feet behind the counter, but also the various
committees and individuals who ensure the hotel
negotiations are in our best interest, the seminar
program comes off flawlessly, that transportation,
the banquet, and hotel reservations work, the exhibitors are happy, etc., etc., etc. And what is really amazing is that your extended board of officers
and all that they do is 100 percent volunteer.
Although we expect to be above 9,000 members by year-end, our membership numbers are
currently in their yearly lull. And some of those
people who attended the 2006 but not the 2007
convention have let their membership lapse. If
you are not sure of your expiration date, check
the address label of your Airlift/Tanker Quarterly.
You can also go to the website (www.atalink.org),
click on the login tab and view your status, as
well as the contact information we have for you.
All of your information is important to us; so,
if you have changes, we would appreciate your
updating all your information. We do send out
renewal reminders, but a lot of them come back
as undeliverable with no forwarding address
because people have not sent us their updates.
Keeping us up to date on your contact information will ensure you continue to receive the
award-winning Airlift/Tanker Quarterly.
Planning is well underway for this year’s convention, and on-line registration is open.
Looking forward to serving you all!
Carol
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2007 A/TA Year End

Financial Report
Col (ret) John J. Murphy, Jr., A/TA Treasurer

2007 STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

ASSETS
Cash.......................................................................... $868,359
Investments - US Treasury............................................ $50,000
Investment - CSX Stock............................................... $17,592
Inventory - Logo Items ................................................. $6,670
Property and equipment....................................................... $0
Total Assets.......................................................... $942,621

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Liabilities
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses.............................. $0
Total Liabilities................................................................ $0
Net Assets
Unrestricted............................................................... $933,492
Temporarily restricted (Memorial).................................. $9,129
Total Net Assets.................................................... $942,621

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS.................$942,621
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2007 STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Unrestricted revenues, gains and other support
Corporate Memberships................................... $115,825
Individual Memberships.....................................$217,995
Convention Booths...........................................$861,650
Convention Registrations...............................$1,226,658
Magazine Advertising......................................... $57,759
Dividends............................................................ $16,336
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Securities........................$3,820
Interest..................................................................$2,225
Logo Sales, Net........................................................$232
		
Total Unrestricted Revenues, etc...... $2,502,500
Net Assets Released from Restrictions
Restrictions Satisfied by Payments........................$1,000
Total Unrestricted Revenues, Etc................ $2,503,500
EXPENSES
Program Services........................................... $1,993,950
Management and General................................ $139,580
		
Total Expenses....................................$2,133,530
		

Increase in Unrestricted Net Assets......$369,970

TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Award Donations..................................................$1,000
Scholarship Fund.........................................................$0
Net Assets Released from Restrictions
Restrictions Satisfied by Payments..............($1,000)
Decrease in Temporarily Restricted Net Assets............($0)
		
		
Increase in Net Assets............................$369,970
NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR............. $572,651
NET ASSETS AT END OF QUARTER.................. $942,621

Association

T

he Airlift/Tanker Association’s 2007 financial
statements are published here in the Spring Edition
of the Airlift/Tanker Quarterly as required by our ByLaws. The Statement of Financial Position and Statement of Activities are prepared by a Certified Public
Accountant (CPA) as a part of our annual financial
review and 2007 income tax filing process.
As you can see from our Statement of Activities, 2007
was a very good year for your Association. We continue
to see very positive results from the corrections we put
into place after our problems in 2005. This year we
were able to cut expenses by about 9% from what we
had budgeted while experiencing some modest growth in corporate partners
and advertising. So the good news is that we are back on track building a
sound financial foundation for the Association. I am glad to report that
A/TA remains financially solid and we will continue to provide the highest
quality services to our membership.

ROUND-UP
Rheinland-Pfalz Chapter
At a 22 April chapter meeting, the Rheinland-Phalz Chapter held a general election and have a new list of board members,
they are: Senior Mentor – Col Gregory Petrequin / USAFE/A5I; President – Lt Col Anthony Schenk / USAFE/A3TV; Vice 1 – Lt
Col Bryan Huntsman / 603 AOC/CPD; Vice
2 – SSgt Chassidy Dority / 86 AES; Secretary – SSgt David Milcarek / USAFE/A3YF;
Treasurer – MSgt David Hollenbeck / 723
AMC/MXAS; Asst Treasurer(s) – MSgt Jason Cochran / 723 AMS/TRKSA and TSgt
Shawn Fogle / 723 AMS/TROQ; Special
Projects – Maj David Morgan / 37 AS/CCE;
and, Membership – Lt Col James Dermer /
CC-Air HQ RAMSTEIN/TE.
The guest speaker at the meeting was
COMUSAFE, Gen Roger Brady, who discussed the future role of Air Mobility in
the EUCOM AOR.

2007 STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
FUNCTIONAL EXPENSE

PROGRAM SERVICES

Awards

MANAGEMENT

FUND RASING

TOTAL

$17,960

$0

$0

$17,960

$9,600

$0

$0

$9,600

$35,383

$0

$0

$35,383

$1,790,226

$0

$0

$1,790,226

Depreciation

$0

$0

$0

$0

Insurance Premiums

$0

$2,494

$0

$2,494

$125,336

$0

$0

$125,336

$0

$135,018

$0

$135,018

Postage & Reproduction

$265

$0

$0

$265

Secretary

$137

$0

$0

$137

$0

$0

$0

$0

$15,043

$0

$0

$15,043

$0

$2,067

$0

$2,067

$1,993,950

$139,580

$0

$2,133,530

Scholarship & ETG (EEG)
Bank Service Fees
Convention
Convention Refunds

Magazine
Administration

Memorial Expense
Travel/Board Expense

Maj Peter Mastroianni, immediate past
president of the Rheinland-Pfalz Chapter,
presenting Gen Brady with a RheinlandPfalz Chapter Pewter Chalice for serving as guest speaker for the chapter’s 22
April meeting. (Rheinland-Phalz Chapter
photo).

Logo Merch Expense
Treasurer
		

Gen Brady with some of the old and new
board members of the Rheinland-Pfalz
Chapter. (Rheinland-Phalz Chapter photo).

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!

2008 A/TA Convention & Symposium
November 6-9
Marriott/Hilton, Anaheim, CA

Registration Form on Page 28.
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Cover

STORY

Elizabeth Magid, WASP

Maj Leslie Picht

SrA Vanessa Velez

WASP Volunteers Circa WWII

Col Eileen Collins

“FiFi” – The WASP Emblem
Jacqueline Cochran, WASP
BrigGen Theresa M. Casey

Nancy Harkness Love, WASP

SrA Ci Ci Alonzo
SSgt Josie E. Harshe

TSgt Sigrid M. Carrero-Perez
Capt Anita T. Mack

Capt Carol J. Mitchell
1Lt Siobhan Couturier

“If the nation ever again needs them, American women will respond.
Never again will they have to prove they can do any flying job the military has.
Not as an experiment. Not to fill in for men…”
—From “On Final Approach” by WASP Byrd Howell Granger
Editor’s Note: Ranks indicated correspond to time of photos.
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Prologue
Some wished to be by the sides of their loved ones. Others viewed
Women began serving the American cause of freedom even bewar as a chance for excitement and travel. Some were probably enfore the birth of the nation. When the “call to arms” went out for
ticed by the bounties and the promise of a regular paycheck. And of
the Revolutionary War, several women donned the uniform of a
course, patriotism was a primary motive. Sarah Edmonds wrote in
Revolutionary soldier and fought against the British.
1865, “I could only thank God that I was free and could go forward
In October of 1778 Deborah Samson of Plympton, Massachuand work, and I was not obliged to stay at home and weep.” Obvisetts, disguised herself as a young man and presented herself to
ously, other soldier-women did not wish to stay at home weeping,
the American army as a willing volunteer. She served throughout
either. Women serving as women – not disguised as men – was still
the entire war as Robert Shirtliffe and was wounded twice - the first
decades away.
time by a sword cut on the side of the head and four months later
In 1901 and 1908 the establishment of the Army and Navy
she was shot through the shoulder. After the
Nurse Corps opened the door for women in
war a bill was passed granting her a pension,
the military, but ever so slightly. It wasn’t
“It was said long ago by a
in addition to certain lands, which she was
until the United States got involved in World
visitor to America
to receive as an acknowledgment for her serWar I that some parts of the government got
vices to the country in a military capacity
serious about using the power of women.
– Alexis de Tocqueville –
as a Revolutionary Soldier, in part thanks to
As the Army stumbled around bureaucratic
that the American woman
the efforts of Paul Revere. Other women had
red tape trying to figure out how to enlist
answered the “call to arms” as well.
women, the Navy simply ignored the War
thinks for herself,
Rachel and Grace Martin, also disguised
Department dissenters and quickly recruited
speaks with freedom and acts
as men, assailed a British courier and his
women. Nearly 13,000 women enlisted in
guards. They seized the courier’s important
the Navy and the Marine Corps on the same
on her own impulse.
dispatches then released their captives withstatus as men and wore a uniform blouse
I would add that she also
out ever revealing that they were women.
with insignia. The Navy’s policy was also exThe papers were speedily forwarded to Genchooses to defend freedom – her tended to the Coast Guard.
eral Nathanael Greene.
These were the first women in the U.S to be
own and that of others.”
During the attack on Fort Washington,
admitted to some military rank and status.
Margaret Corbin stepped up to the artillery
The War Department continued to thwart
—Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates,
when her husband fell by her side and, withthe Army’s repeated request for women to
3 November 2007
out hesitation, took his place and performed
serve as clerks, and consequently, women
his duties. In July of 1779 the Congress
other than Nurses, Physical and Occupational
awarded her a pension for her heroism – and a suit of clothes.
Therapists called Reconstruction Aides, and a small contingent
Angelica Vrooman, during the heat of battle, sat calmly in a tent
of Signal Corps Women, did not serve in the Army during
with a bullet mold, some lead and an iron spoon, molding bullets
World War I.
for the rangers.
Those nurses who served were in Belgium, Italy, England and
Anna Warner earned the title of “The Heroine of Groton,” beon troop trains and transport ships. Army and Navy Nurse Corps
cause of her valiant efforts to aid the wounded on the occasion of
women served valiantly throughout the war, many received decothe horrendous massacre at Fort Griswald in Connecticut – going
rations for their service.
from house to house collecting material for bandages for the solAt least three Army nurses were awarded the Distinguished Serdiers.
vice Cross, the nations’ second highest military honor. Several reMary Hagidorn, upon hearing a captain’s order for the women
ceived the Distinguished Service Medal, the nation’s highest nonand children to withdraw to the cellar, said: “Captain, I shall not
combat award, and over twenty were awarded the French Croix de
go to that cellar should the enemy come. I will take a spear, which
Guerre. Nurses were wounded, and several died overseas and are
I can use as well as any man, and help defend the fort.” The captain
buried in military cemeteries far from home.
seeing her determination answered, “…then take a spear, Mary,
In all, over thirty thousand women served in the Army and
and be ready at the pickets to repel an attack.” She willingly obeyed
Navy Nurse Corps, the Navy as Yeoman (F), the Marines and the
and held the spear at the pickets until “hurrahs” for the American
Coast Guard during World War I.
flag filled the air and it was announced that all was safe.
Ironically, one thing all the women mentioned so far have in
Many women also served during the Civil War. Though it is an
common, along with their patriotism, is that they served their
accepted convention that the Civil War was a man’s fight; with
country before they could vote! It was the service of women in the
images of women during the conflict centering on self-sacrificing
military and the defense works that gave a huge push to the passnurses, romantic spies, or brave ladies maintaining the home front
ing of the 19th Amendment.
as the men marched off to war, lived in disease-ridden encampPresident Woodrow Wilson was won over to the suffragists’ side
ments, engaged in heinous battle, languished in appalling prison
in part because of the bravery of women serving on the front and
camps, and died horribly, yet heroically; the truth is that women
their proven abilities as they replaced men in offices and factories.
bore arms and charged into battle, too. Just like the men, there
In September 1918 Wilson addressed the Senate, urging that they
were women who lived in camp, suffered in prisons, and died for
follow the House in passing the 19th Amendment. His dramatic
their respective causes.
plea asked that the Senators recognize the contributions made by
Both the Union and Confederate armies forbade the enlistment
American women in the war. Wilson proclaimed, “…Are we alone to
of women, so, as during the Revolutionary War, women soldiers
ask and take the utmost that our women can give, service and sacrifice of
of the Civil War therefore assumed masculine names, disguised
every kind, and still say we do not see what title that gives them to stand
themselves as men, and hid the fact they were female. Because
by our sides in the guidance of the affairs of their nations and ours? We
they passed as men, it is impossible to know with any certainty
have made partners of the women in this war; shall we admit them only
how many women soldiers served in the Civil War – estimates
to a partnership of suffering and sacrifice and toil and not to a partnerrange from a few to a few hundred – but the number is probably
ship of privilege and right?”
far higher. They went to war strictly by choice, knowing the risks
With the ratification of the 19th Amendment on 18 August 1920,
involved. Their reasons for doing so varied greatly.
women gained the right for their voices to be heard, but they still
A/TQ • Airlift/Tanker Quarterly • Spring 2008



had a long, hard trek ahead before their acceptance as full-fledged
members of the military establishment. The trek would get off the
ground, literally, during World War II.
The WASP,* the First Women of Air Mobility, Take to the Skies
Well before the outbreak of World War II, women had made
their mark as pilots. Jacqueline Cochran, Bessie Coleman, Amelia
Earhart, Nancy Harkness Love and Harriet Quimby are only a few
of the era’s women aviation record-holders.
In 1939, women were allowed to be part of the Civilian Pilot
Training Program, a program designed to train college students to
fly, with an eye to national defense. But women were limited by
quota to one woman for every ten men in the program.
Two of the aforementioned aviation record-holders, Jacqueline
“Jackie” Cochran and Nancy Harkness Love, separately proposed
that the military take advantage of the potential of women pilots.
Cochran wrote to Eleanor Roosevelt in 1940 urging that a
women’s division of the Air Force be established especially to ferry
planes from manufacturing plants to military bases. With no such

Though stringent requirements were established, including
a pilot’s license and many hours experience, more than 25,000
women applied to become WASP. (ATC photo).
American program supporting the Allies in their war effort, Cochran and 25 other American women pilots joined the British Air
Transportation Auxiliary.
Shortly thereafter, Nancy Harkness Love was successful in getting the Women’s Auxiliary Ferrying Squadron (WAFS) established,
and a few women were hired. Jackie Cochran returned to establish
the Women’s Flying Training Detachment (WFTD).
On 5 August 1943, these two efforts – WAFS and WFTD – merged,
becoming the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP), with Cochran as director. Though stringent requirements were established,
including a pilot’s license and many hours experience, more than
25,000 women applied. The women accepted for the program had
to pay their own way to the training base in Texas.
The first class graduated on 17 December 1943. A total of 1830
were accepted into training and 1074 women graduated from
WASP training during its existence, plus 28 WAFS. Trained “the
Army way,” the women’s graduation rate was comparable to that
for male military pilots.
The WASP was never militarized, and those who served as WASP
were considered civil service employees. From its inception there
was considerable opposition to the WASP program in the press and
*WASP is the correct usage for the Women Airforce Service Pilots program, even in the plural. “WASPs” is incorrect because the “P” stands
for “Pilots” which is already plural.
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in Congress. General Henry “Hap” Arnold, US Army Air Force commander, first supported the program, then disbanded it. The WASP
was deactivated 20 December 1944, having flown approximately
60 million operational miles. Thirty-eight WASP were killed, including some during training.
Records of WASP were classified and sealed, so historians minimized or ignored the women pilots, even though WASP were stationed throughout the nation, from coast to coast and border to
border, and the list of aircraft flown by WASP included trainers,
transports, cargo carriers, medium bombers, heavy bombers, attack bombers, dive bombers, pursuit aircraft, fighters, target drones
and even experimental jet aircraft.
Even though they had flown military aircraft WASP did not enjoy the privileges of other veterans after the war ended. They were
denied benefits such as the G.I. Bill to pay for schooling, low interest housing loans and VA benefits. And, sadly, the thirty-eight
women who died in the line of duty were buried without military
honors.
In the mid-1970’s, newspapers around the country began to announce that the Air Force planned to train its “first women military pilots.” In objection to this, the WASP, who were really the
first women military pilots, campaigned for several years for the
military recognition they deserved.
In 1977 – the same year the Air Force graduated its first postWASP women pilots – Congress finally granted veteran status to
those who had served as WASP. Official military acceptance came
from the Air Force in 1979, and the WASP were issued honorable
discharges. In 1984, each WASP was awarded the Victory Medal.
Those who served for more than one year were also awarded the
American Theater medal.
To Name But a Few
Historical “overviews,” by their very nature, run the risk of “offending by omission.” That being said, the following individuals biographies (presented alphabetically) and stories (presented
chronologically) were chosen to represent all of the dedicated, professional Women of Air Mobility because of their strong associations with the Air Mobility mission, its many facets, in the air and
on the ground – Airlift, Aerial Refueling, Active Duty, Guard and
Reserve, Aeromedical, Officer and Enlisted – and because of their
strong spirit and sense of duty they engender —
Brigadier General Theresa M. Casey
Brig. Gen. Theresa M. Casey is the Assistant Surgeon General
for Modernization, Office of the Air Force Surgeon General, Falls
Church, Virginia. She is responsible for Air Force medical modernization requirements, aerospace medicine, and information
management and technology for the Air Force Medical Service. She
manages the definition of medical requirements, the translation of
requirements to medical capabilities and the evaluation of new or
modified medical systems. She provides leadership and integration
for the operational, aeromedical, scientific and academic communities through continuing collaborative research initiatives with
industry and academia.
General Casey began her career as a public health officer in 1982.
She has held faculty positions at the USAF School of Aerospace
Medicine where her responsibilities included classroom instruction, career development course publication and faculty enhancement programs. She served at two major command headquarters,
and was the surgeon for Joint Task Force Shining Hope. The general
has commanded a squadron, an air expeditionary group and two
medical groups.
On 17 March of this year General Casey spoke during the Women’s History Month luncheon held at Pope AFB North Carolina.
Her remarks centered on how the vision of American women
throughout history has helped to change the condition of women.

She spoke of her own experiences as a woman in high school when
the woman’s movement was just a novelty, referencing earlier
progress as a reason for why she has been afforded opportunities
in her lifetime.
It was her dream to study veterinary medicine, and when going
before the all-male school admissions board for selection, it was
evidenced by their questions they lacked faith a woman could do
the job as well as a man. She was accepted to the school, and out of
the top six graduates, five were women.
When the general decided to join the Air Force, she said even
her mother had some concerns about her joining the military as a
female. Her mother, however, eventually came around and taught
all four of her daughters they could achieve whatever they dreamed
of. All became college graduates and professionals.
“In looking at this year’s theme – Women in Art, Women of
Vision – I wanted to talk about the vision of American women
and how this vision worked to change the status of women,
from the time of the revolutionary war, during the anti-slavery
movement and Civil War, world wars and certainly in my time
– a vision of equality from the very beginning of the nation,”
General Casey said.
Women have achieved much of the American vision to furthering women’s rights and opportunities, she said.
“This vision is not about taking what’s yours; it’s about having
your own life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness,” the general
said. “It’s about standing on the past accomplishments to reach
higher expectation for our daughters. It’s about possibilities.”
The general talked about how women throughout history have
made sacrifices in order to achieve those possibilities and give us
the equality many of America’s historical documents mention.
These women broke many barriers in affording women the right
to vote, to enlist in the military, to hold official positions and to
pass laws banning sex discrimination in the workplace.
She said women sustaining the American vision are about being
allowed to pursue a profession, career and lifestyle that only this
country with its freedom can give.
“It’s about seeking full rights and responsibilities of U.S. citizenship and sustaining the American vision. It’s about saying without
restraint... I can,” said General Casey.
She also mentioned how the Air Force takes great pains to provide equal opportunity to all members.
“I am proud to say the military has been a model program in
addressing this issue,’ General Casey said. “We’ve achieved much
of the women’s vision by furthering rights and opportunities.”
She expressed the need for progress to continue and for
individuals to take responsibility for making the necessary
improvements. “We’ve made a lot of progress, but there is more
to be done,” the general said. “It is our job to ensure our daughters know what they are capable of, so they can rise to the challenge. We must make sure this generation keeps reaching for
the possibilities.”
Jacqueline Cochran
Jacqueline “Jackie” Cochran was a leading aviatrix
who promoted an independent Air Force and was the
director of women’s flying training for the Women’s
Airforce Service Pilots program during World War
II. She held more speed, altitude and distance records than any other male or female pilot in aviation history at the time of her death.
She was born between 1905 and 1908 in Florida. Orphaned at early age, she spent her childhood moving from one town to another with her
foster family. At 13, she became a beauty operator in the salon she first cleaned. Eventually she
rose to the top of her profession, owning a pres-

tigious salon, and establishing her own cosmetics company. She
learned to fly at the suggestion of her future husband, millionaire
Floyd Odlum, to travel more efficiently. In 1932, she received her
license after only three weeks of lessons and immediately pursued
advanced instruction. Cochran set three major flying records in
1937 and won the prestigious Bendix Race in 1938.
As a test pilot, she flew and tested the first turbo-supercharger
ever installed on an aircraft engine in 1934. During the following
two years, she became the first person to fly and test the forerunner to the Pratt & Whitney 1340 and 1535 engines. In 1938, she
flew and tested the first wet wing ever installed on an aircraft.
With Dr. Randolph Lovelace, she helped design the first oxygen
mask, and then became the first person to fly above 20,000 feet
wearing one.
In 1940, she made the first flight on the Republic P-43, and
recommended a longer tail wheel installation, which was later installed on all P-47 aircraft. Between 1935 and 1942, she flew many
experimental flights for Sperry Corp., testing gyro instruments.
Cochran was hooked on flying. She set three speed records,
won the Clifford Burke Harmon trophy three times and set a
world altitude record of 33,000 feet – all before 1940. In the
year 1941, Cochran captured an aviation first when she became the first woman pilot to pilot a military bomber across
the Atlantic Ocean.
With World War II on the horizon, Cochran talked Eleanor
Roosevelt into the necessity of women pilots in the coming
war effort. Cochran was soon recruiting women pilots to ferry
planes for the British Ferry Command, and became the first female trans-Atlantic bomber pilot. While Cochran was in Britain,
another renowned female pilot, Nancy Harkness Love, suggested
the establishment of a small ferrying squadron of trained female
pilots. The proposal was ultimately approved. Almost simultaneously, Gen. H.H. Arnold asked Cochran to return to the U.S. to
establish a program to train women to fly. In August of 1943, the
two schemes merged under Cochran’s leadership. They became
the Women’s Airforce Service Pilots.
She recruited more than 1,000 Women’s Airforce Service Pilots
and supervised their training and service until they were disbanded
in 1944. More than 25,000 applied for training, 1,830 were accepted and 1,074 made it through a very tough program to graduation.
These women flew approximately 60 million miles for the Army
Air Force with only 38 fatalities, or about 1 for every 16,000 hours
flown. Cochran was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal for
services to her country during World War II.
She went on to be a press correspondent and was present at the
surrender of Japanese General Yamashita, was the first U.S. woman
to set foot in Japan after the war, and then went on to China,
Russia, Germany and the Nuremburg trials. In 1948 she became a
member of the independent Air Force as a lieutenant colonel in the
Reserve. She had various assignments which included working on
sensitive projects important to defense.
Flying was still her passion, and with the onset of the jet age,
there were new planes to fly. Access to jet aircraft was mainly restricted to military personnel, but Cochran, with the assistance of
her friend Gen. Chuck Yeager, became the first woman to break the
sound barrier in an F-86 Sabre Jet owned by the company in 1953,
and went on to set a world speed record of 1,429 mph in 1964.
Cochran retired from the Reserve in 1970 as a colonel. After
heart problems and a pacemaker stopped her fast-flying activities
at the age of 70, Cochran took up soaring. In 1971, she was named
Honorary Fellow, Society of Experimental Test Pilots and inducted
into the Aviation Hall of Fame.
She wrote her autobiography, “The Autobiography of the Greatest Woman Pilot in Aviation History” with Maryann B. Brinley
(Bantam Books). After her husband died in 1976, her health deteriorated rapidly and she died on 10 August 1980.
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Colonel Eileen M. Collins
Eileen Marie Collins was the first woman pilot and first woman commander of a space shuttle. Selected by NASA in January
1990, she became an astronaut in July 1991. Initially assigned to
Orbiter engineering support, Collins also served on the astronaut
support team responsible for the Orbiter mission.
She was born in Elmira, N.Y., and graduated from Elmira Free
Academy in 1974. She received an associate in science degree in
mathematics/science from Corning Community College in 1976; a
Bachelor of Arts degree in mathematics and economics from Syracuse University in 1978; a Master of Science degree in operations
research from Stanford University in 1986; and a Master of Arts
degree in space systems management from Webster University in
1989.
Collins graduated in 1979 from Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training at Vance Air Force Base, Okla., where she was a T-38
instructor pilot until 1982. From 1983 to 1985, she was a C-141
aircraft commander and instructor pilot at Travis AFB, Calif. She
spent the following year as a student with the Air Force Institute
of Technology. From 1986 to 1989, she was assigned to the U.S. Air
Force Academy in Colorado, where she was an assistant professor
in mathematics and a T-41 instructor pilot. She was selected for the
astronaut program while attending the Air Force Test Pilot School
at Edwards AFB, Calif., from which she graduated in 1990.
After her first Orbiter mission, Collins served as pilot on the STS63 Discovery 3-11 Febbrury 1995. It was the first flight of the new
joint Russian-American Space Program. Mission highlights included the rendezvous with the Russian Space Station Mir, operation of
Spacehab, the deployment and retrieval of an astronomy satellite,
and a space walk.
She was also a pilot on STS -84 Atlantis which was NASA’s sixth
shuttle mission to rendezvous and dock with the Russian Space
Station Mir. During the flight, the crew conducted a number of
secondary experiments and transferred nearly 4 tons of supplies
and experiment equipment between Atlantis and the Mir station.
Collins was selected as the first woman shuttle commander
for STS-93 Columbia. STS-93 highlighted the deployment of the
Chandra X-Ray Observatory, and was designed to conduct comprehensive studies of the universe. The telescope has enabled scientists to study exotic phenomena such as exploding stars, quasars,
and black holes.
She was the commander for STS-114 Discovery (July 26-August
9, 2005). This was the Return to Flight mission during which the
shuttle docked with the International Space Station and the crew
tested and evaluated new procedures for flight safety. After a twoweek, 5.8 million mile journey in space, the orbiter and its crew of
seven astronauts returned to land at Edwards AFB, Calif.
She logged more than 6,751 hours in 30 different types of aircraft. A veteran of four space flights, she spent approximately 872
hours in space. Collins retired from the Air Force in January 2005,
and retired from NASA in May 2006.
Brigadier General Allison A. Hickey
   Brig. Gen. Allison A. Hickey retired from
the USAF on 1 December 2007. In her last
assignment as Director, Future Total Force
Directorate (Total Force Integration), Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Programs,
Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Washington
D.C., she provided leadership and oversight
for four divisions in the areas of strategic
planning, mission development, media,
and congressional advocacy and program
and resource implementation for more
than 140 new units and their associated missions. These missions
include equipment, funding, training, infrastructure, processes,
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policies, legislation, instructions and doctrine. She was responsible
for shifting billions of dollars towards new capabilities across the
Air Force portfolio and directing new organizational models for
a world-wide 500,000 person organization including active-duty,
Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve units and personnel. She
was also responsible for the stand-up and day-to-day staff operations, personnel actions and policies of the directorate.
General Hickey, a 1980 graduate of the U.S. Air Force Academy,
the first class to admit women, served in all three of the Air Force
components: 10 years active duty, one year with the Air Force Reserve and 13 years with the Air National Guard. The general held
a variety of positions at the unit, state, National Guard Bureau and
Air Staff levels, and she spent more than 15 years in Washington,
D.C., in the fields of strategic planning and defense reviews. Prior
to her last assignment, she served as the Assistant Deputy Director,
Directorate of Strategic Planning, Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans
and Programs, where she provided leadership and oversight for five
divisions focused on future concepts, transformation, strategic
planning, and Quadrennial Defense Review initiatives and longrange future force structure planning efforts.
The general accrued more than 1,500 hours in the KC-135A and
KC-10A as an aircraft commander and pilot.
Lieutenant Colonel Kelly J. Latimer
Kelly Latimer served as a research pilot at NASA’s Dryden Flight
Research Center, Edwards, Calif., from March through November
2007. Latimer flew the T-38, T-34, C-17, 747 Shuttle Carrier Aircraft
and the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy 747SP.
Latimer was Dryden’s first female research test pilot.
Prior to joining NASA, Latimer was on active duty with
the U.S. Air Force. She has accumulated more than 5,000
hours of military and civilian
flight experience in 30 aircraft.
Latimer’s first association
with NASA was while attending graduate school at
George Washington University, Washington, D.C. Her
studies included work with
the Joint Institute for the Advancement of Flight Sciences
at NASA’s Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Va.
She flew an Air Force C-17 during a 2005 NASA study to reduce
aircraft noise. A team of California Polytechnic State University
students and Northrop Grumman personnel were stationed on
Rogers Dry Lake located at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., to record
the noise footprint of the aircraft as it made various landing approaches to Edwards’ runway.
She received her commission from the U.S. Air Force Academy in
1987 with a Bachelor of Science in astronautical engineering. Latimer later earned a Master of Science in astronautics from George
Washington University, Washington, D.C.
Latimer completed undergraduate pilot training at Reese Air
Force Base, Texas, in 1990. She remained at Reese as a T-38 instructor pilot until 1993. She was assigned as a C-141 aircraft commander at McChord Air Force Base, Tacoma, Wash., until 1996.
Latimer graduated from the U.S. Air Force Test Pilot School at
Edwards in Class 96B. She served as a C-17 and C-141 experimental
test pilot at Edwards until 2000. She then became the chief of the
Performance Branch and a T-38 instructor pilot at The Air Force
Test Pilot School.
She returned to McChord in 2002, where she was a C-17 aircraft

commander and the operations officer for the 62nd Operations
Support Squadron. In 2004, Latimer became the commander of
Edwards’ 418th Flight Test Squadron and director of the Global
Reach Combined Test Force. Following that assignment, she deployed to Iraq as an advisor to the Iraqi Air Force. Her last active
duty tour was as an instructor at the Air Force Test Pilot School.
She retired from active duty in 2007 with the rank of lieutenant
colonel.
Nancy Harkness Love
Nancy Harkness Love was born on February 14, 1914 in Houghton, Michigan, the daughter of a wealthy physician. She developed
an intense interest in aviation at an early age. At 16 she took her
first flight and earned her pilot’s
license within a month. Although
she went to all the right schools,
including Milton Academy in Massachusetts and Vassar in New York,
she was restless and adventurous. At
Vassar she earned extra money taking students for rides in an airplane
she rented from a nearby airport.
In 1936 she married Robert
Love, an Air Corps Reserve Major.
They built their own successful
Boston-based aviation company, Inter City Aviation, for which Nancy
was a pilot. She also flew for the Bureau of Air Commerce. In 1937
and 1938 she flew as a test pilot, performing safety tests on various
aircraft modifications and innovations. In one project she served
as a test pilot on the new three-wheeled landing gear, which subsequently became standard on most planes. In another, she helped
mark water towers with town names as a navigational aid for pilots.
In May, 1940, soon after the Second World War broke out in Europe, Nancy Love wrote to Lt. Col. Robert Olds, who was in charge
of establishing a Ferrying Command within the Army Air Corps,
that she had found 49 excellent women pilots, who each had more
than a thousand flying hours and could help transport planes from
factories to bases. Lt. Col. Olds took the suggestion to Gen. Hap
Arnold, Chief of Staff, who turned it down.
In 1942, Robert Love was called to active duty in Washington,
DC as the Deputy Chief of Staff of the Ferry Command. His wife
accompanied him to his assignment and soon landed a civilian
post with the Air Transport Command (ATC) Ferrying Division
Operations Office in Baltimore, Maryland. She piloted her own airplane on her daily commute from the couple’s home in Washington, DC, which caught the attention of Col. William Tunner, who
was heading up the domestic wing of the Ferrying Division and
was, at that moment, scouring the country for skilled pilots.
Nancy Love convinced Col. Tunner that the idea of using experienced women pilots to supplement the existing pilot force was a
good one. He then asked the 28 year old Love to write up a proposal for a women’s ferrying division. Within a few months, she had
recruited 29 experienced female pilots to join the newly created
Women’s Auxiliary Ferry Squadron (WAFS). Nancy Love became
their Commander. In September, 1942, the women pilots began
flying at New Castle Army Air Field, Wilmington, Delaware, under
ATC’s 2nd Ferrying Group.
By June, 1943, Nancy Love was commanding four different
squadrons of WAFS at Love Field in Texas, New Castle in Delaware,
Romulus in Michigan and Long Beach in California. The WAFS’
number had greatly increased because of the addition of graduates
of the Women’s Flying Training Detachment (WFTD) at Avenger
Field, Sweetwater, Texas.
On August 5, 1943 Love’s ferrying squadrons merged with the

WFTD and became a single entity: the Women Airforce Service
Pilots (WASP). Nancy Love was named as the Executive for all
WASP ferrying operations. Under her command, female pilots flew
almost every type military aircraft then in the Army Air Force’s
arsenal, and their record of achievement proved remarkable.
Between September, 1942 and December, 1944, the WASP delivered 12,650 aircraft of 77 different types. Over fifty percent of
the ferrying of high-speed pursuit type aircraft in the continental
United States was carried out by WASP, under the leadership of
Nancy Love. Her personal contributions included some equally remarkable accomplishments. She was the first woman to be checked
out in a P-51. By March, 1943, she was also proficient in fourteen
other types of military aircraft. She was the first woman in U.S.
military history to fly the B-25, flying it coast-to-coast in record
time, and was one of the first two women to check out in a B-17.
The WASP were disbanded on 20 December 1944.
At the end of the war, Nancy Love and her husband had the
unique distinction of being decorated simultaneously. He received
the Distinguished Service Medal, and she was awarded the Air
Medal for her ‘Operational leadership in the successful training
and assignment of over 300 qualified women fliers in the flying of
advanced military aircraft’.
After the war, Nancy Love became the mother of three daughters, but she continued as an aviation industry leader, as well as a
champion for recognition as military veterans for the women who
had served as WASP.
Nancy Harkness Love died on October 22, 1976. Among the
things she left behind was a box she had kept for more than 30
years. Inside was a handwritten list of women pilots she had compiled in 1940 and clippings and photographs of each of the women
who had died under her command. Her job had not been easy, but
the love and respect she received from the WAFS and WASP she
commanded during WWII is indisputable. She was inducted in the
Airlift/Tanker Hall of Fame in 1996.
Elizabeth MacKethan Magid
Elizabeth “Kit” Magid, a WASP whose poem “Celestial Flight”
became a fixture at funerals for female pilots, died in Denver, Colorado, on 23 March 2004, at the age of 86.
She wrote “Celestial Flight” in memory of her best friend and
fellow pilot Marie Mitchell Robinson, who was killed in the crash
of a B-25.
Her son said one of her favorite memories was the time she and
a WASP classmate ferried two planes that were going to be used for
parts.
“We were flying side-by-side, and nuts and bolts were literally
popping off and flying by. All we did was hold our thumbs up and
say, ‘We’re still here!’ As long as she was giving me that sign, we
knew we were OK,” she told her son.
Elizabeth MacKethan Magid and Marie Michell Robinson entered the September, 1943 class for training in the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP) during World War II. While undergoing training at Avenger Field, Sweetwater, Texas, they became very
close friends. They exchanged a promise that if anything ever happened to one, the other would go to be with the bereaved mother,
never really believing this promise would have to be kept.
    After graduation from flight school in 1944, Elizabeth and Marie were stationed together as ferry pilots with the Air Transport
Command, Love Field, Dallas, Texas. Later Elizabeth was sent to
Cochran Field, Georgia, where she flew overhauled basic and advanced trainers. Marie was sent to Victorville Air Force Base, California, where she flew twin-engine bombers. In October, 1944,
Marie was killed in the crash of a B-25. She was nineteen years of
age.
   While waiting for transportation to Michigan for a Memorial
Service for Marie, Elizabeth completed her test flying duties for
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the day. As she soared upward amidst the soft fair weather cumulus clouds, she fantasized that her friend was there. She recalled
the happy days training when she, Marie and sky were one -- on
playful silver wings. But Marie was not there. Elizabeth landed
and in a secluded spot in the Operations Room she penned “Celestial Flight” in words that seemed to come from a Source other
than herself.
    As soon as possible Elizabeth caught military flights to Michigan and shared the
words of the poem
Celestial Flight
with Marie’s mother,
by Elizabeth MacKethan Magid
thus fulfilling the
In memory of her fellow WASP
promise exchanged
Marie Michele Robertson
many months before
She is not dead at a dusty, windswept
But only flying higher,
training field in Texas.
Higher than she’s flown before,
And earthly limitations
Colonel Carol Anne
Will hinder her no more.
Timmons
Carol Anne Timmons
There is no service ceiling,
is the perfect model
Or any fuel range,
for young women
And there is no anoxia,
who want a dream
Or need for engine change.
fulfilled. Since childThank God that now her flight can be
hood, she wanted
To heights her eyes had scanned,
to fly jets. Following
Where she can race with comets,
graduation from New
And buzz the rainbow’s span.
Castle’s William Penn
For she is universal
High in 1976, she enLike courage, love and hope,
listed in the Delaware
And all free, sweet emotions
Air National Guard
Of vast and godly scope.
(DANG). But the miliAnd understand a pilot’s Fate
tary wasn’t sure womIs not the thing she fears,
en should fly in comBut rather sadness left behind,
bat, so she switched
Your heartbreak and your tears.
to the Delaware Army
National Guard to fly
So all you loved ones, dry your eyes,
helicopters.
Yes, it is wrong that you should grieve,
Meanwhile, she
For she would love your courage more,
earned
a B.A. in aviAnd she would want you to believe
ation management
She is not dead.
at Wilmington ColYou should have known
lege. Determined to
That she is only flying higher,
fly jets, Lt. Timmons
Higher than she’s ever flown.
transferred to the Air
Force Reserve where
she could fly noncombat missions on C-141 transports. During “Desert Storm”
(1990- 1991) then-Capt. Timmons flew in combat support operations in and out of Southwest Asia.
When the Air Force allowed women to fly combat, Timmons
returned to DANG and began flying C-130s. The unit’s first female pilot, she flew in support of Bosnia, Kosovo and other global
operations. In 2003 her unit was activated for “Operation Iraqi
Freedom.” She flew as an aircraft commander, accumulating more
than 400 hours of combat time, including service as a squadron
commander responsible for 14 C-130s, 28 crews and some 200
ground personnel.
In November 2005, after 32 months of activation, Lt. Col. Timmons returned to her civilian job as a first officer flying jets for
United Airlines. She was subsequently promoted to full colonel
and appointed commander of DANG’s 166th operations group.
During 30 years in the military, Timmons hurdled every gender-based obstacle confronted. “The successful service of female
aircrew members has disproved the myth that women could not
perform in the combat mission arena,” she says.
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Col. Timmons has amassed 5,000 military hours and 9,000
civilian hours.
An All-Female C-130 Combat Crew
When the crew of six Airmen at a forward deployed location
climbed aboard a C-130 Hercules together in September of 2005
it was the first time they had flown together. But something else
distinguished this mission from others they had flown – it was the
first time an all-female C-130 crew flew a combat mission.
Capt Carol Mitchell, aircraft commander; 1Lt Siobhan Couturier, pilot; Capt Anita T. Mack, navigator; SSgt Josie E. Harshe, flight
engineer; and loadmasters TSgt Sigrid M. Carrero-Perez and SrA Ci
Ci Alonzo were all permanently assigned to the 43rd Airlift Wing
at Pope Air Force Base, N.C., and were deployed to the 737th Expeditionary Airlift Squadron flying cargo and troops in and out of
Iraq, Afghanistan and the Horn of Africa.
While some at the time were calling their mission “historic,”
they felt the mission should be recognized like every other flight
– a successful combat mission.
“I enjoyed flying with this crew, but I don’t think we should go out
of our way to have all-female crews,” said Captain Mitchell. “It took
a long time for women to become accepted as aircrew members, and
now that we are, we would be taking a step back by singling ourselves
out rather than blending in with the rest of the Air Force.”
Airman Alonzo agreed. “It was a great experience not many females can say they’ve had,” she said. “However, I don’t believe the
Air Force should seek out all-female crews -- instead, we should
focus on experience.”
“The Air Force should have the best crews they can put together.
Nothing other than qualification and ability should be considered,” said Captain Mack.
Not only did the all female crew fly together for the first time,
6,800 miles from home-station, but they flew the mission on a
Vietnam-era airplane -- a significance the crew did not miss.
“Our aircraft was a 1962 model. It came off the line when women weren’t accepted as C-130 aircrew, let alone in combat,” said
Sergeant Harshe.
After the excitement of this all-female C-130 crew flying the
first combat mission together wore off, they focused on what
really mattered.
“What matters is knowing we’re making a difference and seeing it with every mission we fly,” said Airman Alonzo. “It’s also
moving troops into the theater where they’re needed, seeing the
excitement and relief on the faces of the guys and gals we take out
of theater who have been there for six months to a year and are on
their way home to their loved ones.”
During the mission, the crew transported 151 Marines and their
equipment.
Another thing they all agreed upon – the mission was a true
experience.
“It was a fun thing to be able to say you did, if only once. Not
that it is better, this was just different, and probably won’t happen
for us again anytime soon just because of the sheer numbers,” said
Sergeant Harshe.
Captain Mitchell said one additional benefit of this all female
flight was gaining a different perspective.
“One way to avoid complacency is to mix the crews up a little,
fly with some different people to get a different perspective,” she
said. “And what better way to mix the crews up than by putting all
the girls on the same crew?”
While the all-female crew did accomplish a unique milestone together, they point out that the significance of their mission success
is that every crewmember achieved personal goals to get there.
“I encourage any girl or woman to do what she wants. Too often
I hear people say they can’t do something (but it is) because they
don’t realize they have the opportunity,” Captain Mack said. “I

would tell any person (that) flying is an attainable goal for anyone
who wants to work for it. As they say, you are only limited in what
you can do by what you can dream.”
Female Airman Drives 120 Convoys in Afghanistan
Regardless of what job Air Force members have, being an airman
comes first. And, as a February 2008 story out of Bagram AB, Afghanistan, shows, in today’s Air Force, being an airman sometimes
means doing a job normally performed by soldiers.
Before she went to Fort Bragg, N.C., for predeployment training, Air Force Senior Airman Vanessa Velez thought her year-long
deployment to Afghanistan would be spent maintaining vehicles.
“I was told, ‘You won’t be working vehicle maintenance; you
will be a driver,’” she said. “At Fort Bragg, I found out I wouldn’t be
driving shuttles, distinguished visitors or commanders around in a
car or bus like I was mistakenly told at my duty station. I would be
driving a fully loaded Humvee outside the wire in enemy territory
at least five times a week.”
The airman said Army Lt. Col. Bobby Robinson, who would end
up being her provincial reconstruction team commander, told Velez’s
team they would be living in tents and riding outside the wire.
“That’s when reality set in,” she said. “At first, I was shocked and
couldn’t believe that a girl from the Bronx, N.Y., was about to be a
driver in a hostile situation.”
When she arrived in Afghanistan, Velez was assigned to the Bagram PRT, whose mission is to secure and rebuild a post-Taliban
Afghanistan by extending the authority of the Afghan central government, improving security and promoting reconstruction. The
PRTs have been so successful that they became the template for
helping to rebuild Iraq.
“My first convoy, I was so nervous that I kept stomping the brakes
until the brake line broke,” said Velez, a vehicle maintenance controller with 6th Logistics Readiness Squadron, at MacDill Air Force
Base, Fla. “The heat and fluid from the brake line started a fire.”
More than 120 missions later, Velez has experienced no more
brake problems or fires. She continues to shuttle truck and mission
commanders outside the wire on a daily basis, and said she believes she has made a difference for both America and the Afghan
people during this war.
“I have learned so much about a lot of things, especially my job
and the Afghan people,” she said. “I had the mentality they were
all al Qaeda and Taliban until I talked to them. After spending
time with the Afghans, I learned they don’t like the Taliban, either.
Everything has gotten better since my arrival in March 2007. …
Even the roads have improved.”
When she’s outside the wire, Velez is somewhat of a celebrity
with the Afghan children. “They get excited because they see a female airman. They want to touch my hair and earrings,” she said.
“The Afghans want to learn and have a lot of questions. They want
to work and take care of their families like most ordinary people
(in the United States) do.”
This is Velez’s third deployment in three years, but she said she
has no regrets.
“I am an airman first, just like all the services have been preaching,” she added. “This shows (that) in this day and age you could
be tasked to do anything to support the war on terror.
“My job satisfaction comes from constantly thinking about all
the people’s lives I have in my hands,” she continued. “My vehicle
is my job. I drive so much that my Humvee is my office. I don’t
have a computer, e-mail or an office. I have a Humvee.”
All-female Crew Completes Inflight Refueling Over Iraq
On 18 March of this year, an all-female crew of three women
flew an in-flight refueling mission over Iraq together in a KC-135
Stratotanker in honor of National Women’s History Month.
Maj Leslie Picht, the aircraft commander; 1Lt Cindy Dawson, the

co-pilot; and SrA Killian Lange, the boom operator; refueled an A-6
and two Navy F-18 Hornets supporting Operation Iraqi Freedom.
They are all deployed to the 340th Expeditionary Air Refueling
Squadron in Southwest Asia.
Maj. Adrian Byers, the 340th EARS director of operations, said
he enjoys scheduling crew members to fly together in conjunction
with heritage months because it reminds the unit – and, hopefully,
the world – of the progress that’s been made by the people who
came before us.
“I have noticed a change in operations for women in theater,”
Major Picht said. “Five years ago, when I was a co-pilot deployed
to Saudia Arabia, female pilots or boom operators sometimes
could not get controllers to acknowledge them on the radios. I
would intentionally lower my voice for radio calls to prevent any
problems. All-female crews were intentionally avoided to prevent problems with support for diverting aircraft. These things
have definitely changed in the last few years. It’s nice to see our
progress in racial and gender equality is not just a national progression, but we are now changing the norms internationally by
our presence.”
Perhaps proof of that change, the two more junior-ranking women said their experiences as female pilots haven’t been difficult or
fraught with gender-based obstacles to overcome. The military has
come a long way since the 1950s when women were taught how to
wear makeup in boot camp.
And the fact that they’re female fliers isn’t too surprising to most
people today either.
“Most people, especially civilians, assume when you say ‘Air Force’
that you fly planes anyway, so it’s not really shocking to them,” Airman Lange said. This is her third deployment in the three years
she’s served. “I never thought I’d be in the military, but once I became interested in joining, I knew I wanted to do a flying job.”
She said she doesn’t really think of what she does as “something
amazing” until she sees Air Force recruiting commercials and talks
to her friends and family about her job. Then, “getting other people’s input makes me realize how cool it is.”
Epilogue
The prologue to this story presented a brief overview of women’s
involvement in the early military history of the nation – ending
with the beginning of World War II. The story would seem unfinished without a even a short look at their contributions to some of
the important contingencies since then.
By the end of World War II countless women had served in all
branches of the service stateside and relieved or replaced men for
combat duty overseas. Women performed admirably in every conceivable job imaginable.
The Chief Nurse at Hickam Field during the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor, 1st Lt. Annie G. Fox, was the first of many Army
nurses to receive a Purple Heart and the Bronze Star.
Nurses received 1,619 medals, citations, and commendations
during the war, reflecting the courage and dedication of all who
served. Sixteen medals were awarded posthumously to nurses who
died as a result of enemy fire. Thirteen flight nurses died in aircraft
crashes while on duty.
Sixteen women received the Purple Heart, awarded to soldiers
injured due to enemy action. The Bronze Star was awarded to 565
women for meritorious service overseas. Over 700 WACs received
medals and citations at the end of the war.
During the Korean Conflict over 120,000 women were on
active duty. In addition to the nurses actually in Korea, who had
arrived with General MacArthur’s landing force at Inchon, many
women served at support units nearby, in Japan and other far eastern countries. There are few, if any, official records of the women
who served during what has, for apparently good reason, become
known as “The Forgotten War.”
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Neither is there much accurate official information available
about female involvement in Vietnam. However, through unofficial sources like first-hand accounts, letters and research done by
military historians, some “facts” can be ascertained: there were
hundreds of WACs, Women Marines and WAFs stationed in Vietnam; Army, Navy and Air Force Nurses and Medical Specialists
numbered over 6,000; untold numbers of Red Cross, Special Services, Civil Service and other women served there; women served
in support staff assignments, in hospitals, crewed on medical evacuation flights, with MASH Units, on hospital ships, and numerous
other positions; women suffered the same hardships as the men
and were often in the line of fire from rockets and mortars; almost 10,000 were there and many were awarded the Purple Heart,
the Bronze Star, Commendation Medals and Unit Citations – and,
sadly, yes there were casualties.
In 1983, during Operation Urgent Fury in Grenada, more than
200 Army women participated in the invasion…but they were not
considered as having been in combat. Coast Guard women served
aboard ships patrolling the waters around Grenada; and Air Force
women flew as pilots, engineers and loadmasters. Air Force pilot,
and future astronaut, Lt Col Eileen Collins, flew the evacuated
medical students and their familes out of Grenada while another
pilot, Lt Celeste Hayes flew 82nd Airborne troops to Salinas airfield…but they were “not considered as having been in combat.”
In 1989, during Operation Just Cause in Panama, Air Force women flew cargo and refueling missions, under fire; and, Aeromedical
evacuation and medical logistics detachments provided the medical support that saved American lives. Col Robert Brannon, who
was inducted into the Airlift/Tanker Hall of Fame as part of the
“Aeromedical Legacy Team” in 2007, was there at the time and has
this to say about the performance of the women involved:
“From an Air Force aeromedical evacuation perspective, I can
tell you without equivocation that our women were absolutely indispensable! In particular, then Majors Sheila Millette and Kathy
Higgins had significant leadership roles, and they were personally
instrumental in allocating our scarce nursing care resources to
cover a multitude of critical requirements, especially during the

first 24 to 36 hours of the operation. There is no doubt in my mind
that the dedication and leadership they demonstrated during that
tremendously stressful period were instrumental in the saving of a
number of lives of the wounded soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines. During my many opportunities to brief the operation in the
ensuing months and years, I regularly referred to those two as the
true heroes of our involvement.”
During Desert Storm the first woman pilot gave her life while
flying in a combat zone. Major Marie T. Rossi died at age 32 on
March 1, 1991, when the Chinook helicopter she was piloting
crashed near her base in northern Saudia Arabia. The unit she
commanded was among the very first American units to cross into
enemy held territory flying fuel and ammunition to the rapidly advancing 101st and 82nd Airborne Divisions. Major Rossi is buried
in Arlington Cemetery where her simple epitaph there reads “First
Female Combat Commander To Fly into Battle.”
Another of the first American woman to fly in combat in the
‘90s was Lt Col.Martha McSally, ranked as the top female Air Force
pilot. Lt Col McSally was among the first women trained by the Air
Force as a fighter pilot. During a 1995-96 tour of duty in Kuwait,
she became the first woman in military history to fly a combat sortie in a fighter aircraft. She also flew more than 100 combat hours
on an A-10 Warthog attack plane over Iraq in the mid-1990s, and
served as a flight commander and trainer of combat pilots.
In 1993 when Secretary of Defense Les Aspin opened combat
aviation to women, including enlisted female aircrew members, allowing women to fly combat missions, opportunities opened even
more for women pilots and crew members.
Today, in the war against the Taliban and al-Qaida targets in Afghanistan and Iraq, women are filling aircrew positions as bomber
pilots, navigators, tanker pilots, and weapons officers - those who
specialize in operating in flight arms - loadmasters, and varied officer and enlisted aircrew positions.
Having earned their place in history, the patriotic American
women who have served in the nation’s armed forces are poised
for a bright future. And the Women of Air Mobility in America’s
future will surely reach new heights.

Other Notable Air Force & Air Mobility Women Firsts
16 April 1912: First US licensed woman pilot, Harriet Quimby, flew the English Channel.
8 July 1948: Sgt Esther M. Blake is the “first woman in the Air Force” having enlisted in the first minute of the first hour of the first day the
regular Air Force was authorized. Her enlistment took place at Ft McPhearson, Georgia, where Sgt Blake was stationed as a member of the
WAC. By enlisting in the Air Force she became the first WAF - which by the way stood for Women in the Air Force.
16 July 1971: Brig Gen Jeanne M. Holm became the first woman to become a general officer in the USAF. In October 1948 during the Berlin
crisis, General Holm was recalled to active duty with the Army and went to Camp Lee, Va., as a company commander. The following year
she transferred to the Air Force and was sent to Erding Air Depot, Germany. There she served as assistant director of plans and operations
for the 7200th Air Force Depot Wing, and later was War Plans Officer for the 85th Air Depot Wing, during the Berlin airlift and the early
phases of the Korean War.
23 March 1978: Capt Sandra M. Scott, KC-135 pilot with the 904th Air Refueling Squadron at Mather AFB, Calif., was the first female pilot
to perform SAC alert duty.
8 June 1980: In the first all-woman airlift mission, Capt Susan R. Regele flew a C-9 from Scott AFB, Ill. The crew included two other pilots,
two flight nurses, three aero-medical technicians, and a flight engineer.
10 June 1982: Capt Kelly S.C. Hamilton, then SAC’s only female aircraft commander, joined copilot 1Lt Linda Martin, navigators Capt
Cathy Bacon and 1Lt Diane Oswald, and boom operator Sgt Jackie Hale on a 5-hour KC-135 training sortie from Castle AFB. Thus, SAC’s
first all-female crew, nick-named “Fair Force One,” made a historic flight. An all-female ground crew prepared the aircraft for its flight.
9 May 1983: A C-141 crew from the 18th Military Airlift Squadron at McGuire AFB became the first all-female crew to fly a round-trip
mission across the Atlantic.
14 December 1989: MAC authorized female aircrew members to serve on C-130 and C-141 airdrop missions for the first time.
6 August 1993: Dr. Sheila E. Widnall became the Secretary of the Air Force. She was the first female secretary in any military service.
21 April 1995: Geraldine P. May, the first WAF director, celebrated her 100th birthday at her residence in Menlo Park, Calif. May entered
the Women’s Army Corps in 1942. She became WAF director on 16 June 1948, and held the position for nearly three years before leaving
the service in the early-1950s.
1996: Colonel Betty L. Mullis became the first woman to command a flying wing when she assumed command of the 940th Air Refueling
Wing AREFW (Air Force Reserves) at McClellan AFB, California.
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The Legacy of the Berlin Airlift Lives On
60 Years After U.S. Employed its Air Force as a “Diplomatic Weapon” – German-American Friendship Lasts
by Karen Carstens and Georg Schulze Zumkley, German Embassy, Washington DC

WWII

had ended in 1945. Yet the Cold War was looming. On June 24, 1948, the Soviets blocked the western portion of
Berlin controlled by American, British and French forces. The U.S.
Military Governor of Germany, General Lucius D. Clay, convinced
President Truman of the necessity of defending the freedom of Berlin. So, in response, the U.S. and her Allies took to the skies on June
26, flying in provisions for West Berlin’s
over two million residents, an effort
that grew into the Berlin Airlift.
During the Airlift, American and
British aircraft supplied the inhabitants of Berlin with all required food,
fuel, industrial goods and raw materials. Supply deliveries grew from 500700 tons a day in June 1948 to 12,940
tons by April 1949. During “Operation Vittles”, the U.S. Air Force carried
1,421,730 tons of coal, 296,303 tons of
food and 65,540 tons of other items to
Berlin – a total of: 1,783,573 tons!
The U.S. Army, as well as the U.S.
Navy played a vital role. By March 1949,
almost 2,000 U.S. Army personnel were involved in the effort. Two
Naval Transport Squadrons operated from Rhein-Main-Airbase
near Frankfurt.
As early as September 1948, the Air Force magazine grasped the
historic significance of the Airlift: “For the first time in history, the
United States is employing its Air Force as a diplomatic weapon”.
The “diplomatic weapon” was effective: at midnight on May 12,
1949, the Soviets gave in. They reopened land and water routes into
Berlin, ending the 322-day blockade. Airlift missions finally ended
in September 1949.
60th Anniversary Of The Airlift – Celebrating A Legacy Of Friendship
2008/2009 marks the 60th Anniversary of the Berlin Airlift,
which will be commemorated during a three-day extravaganza
May 16 to 18 at the 2008 Joint Service Open House Air Show at
Andrews Air Force Base near Washington, D.C. It will include the
opportunity to meet the Airlift’s “Candy Bomber”, Col (ret) Gail S.
Halvorsen, in the flesh. Among the historic aircraft on view will be
the Douglas C-54 E “Spirit of Freedom”, a “flying museum” maintained by the Berlin Airlift Historical Foundation.
The German Embassy and the German Consulates General in
the United States have also made the commemoration of the Berlin
Airlift and its legacy of friendship a focus of their outreach activities – their motto for the 60th Anniversary is: “Friends Always”.
The Airlift will moreover be commemorated at the International
Aerospace Exhibition at Berlin’s Schönefeld Airport from May 27
to June 1. Organizers say it will be celebrated both as a crucial moment in the transatlantic partnership and a historically unique
achievement in aviation and logistics.
A Lasting Victory of Peace
“The Airlift is considered one of the greatest humanitarian efforts
of all times. It is almost unbelievable that the United States and her
Allies were able to sustain the city of Berlin for 322 days and break
the blockade of the Soviet Union,” said Dr. Klaus Scharioth, Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany to the United States.
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“In that sense, the audacious plan to keep a city supplied by air was
a victory of peace – as Ralph Waldo Emerson once put it: ‘The real
and lasting victories are those of peace and not of war’. The successful Airlift made Berlin a symbol of freedom throughout the world,”
he added.
“The pilots flew and the ground crews toiled together with the
Berliners – sometimes to the point of total exhaustion – to save more than two
million men, women and children
in Berlin. It was a truly heroic effort
inspired by the will to preserve freedom,” said Scharioth.
“By keeping alive the hopes of the
people of Berlin, the Airlift laid the
foundation for the deep friendship
between our two peoples. The friendship that the heroes of the Airlift
planted in the hearts and minds of
the German people - that deep bond
of friendship between the United
States and Germany endures.”
Celebrating German-American Friendship
“Together with our American friends, we will launch a major
campaign under the motto ‘Friends Always’ – friendship is what
characterizes US-German relations,” said Ambassador Scharioth.
“We want to share that legacy of friendship with people all over
the United States. In particular, we want to share it with the more
than 15 million Americans - the servicemen and –women and their
families - who have been stationed in Germany since World War II.
They formed lasting friendships; I meet many of them when I travel
throughout the United States,” he added.
“The Joint Service Open House at Andrews Air Force Base will
mark the launch of the campaign. We are
grateful to the organizers who have made
the 60th Anniversary of the Airlift the
theme and ‘Friends Always’ the motto of
the Open House. In addition, we will sponsor exhibitions, cultural events and presentations at US military bases to commemorate and to honor the heroic effort of the
Airlift,” said Scharioth.
“I am very grateful for the support we
have received from the Pentagon, the Department of State, the Berlin Airlift Veterans
Association and the Berlin Airlift Historical
Foundation, to name just a few of our partners in this effort.”
How the “Candy Bomber” Got His Name
Among the most eagerly anticipated Gail Halvorsen, the “Candy
events are candy drops – just as the bundles Bomber,” preparing candy to
of candy for the city’s children were antici- drop during the “Operation
pated during the Berlin Airlift. The candy Little Vittles.” (USAF Photo).
drops - “Operation Little Vittles” - started after an American pilot, Gail Halvorsen, encountered a group of children near the Berlin airport.
Touched by their gratitude for his gift of a couple of sticks of gum,

he promised more candy on his next trip, telling them to watch for
gave their lives for the freedom of the city of Berlin, among them
the plane that would “wiggle” its wings once.
31 Americans.
When the memorial was inaugurated on July 10,
Halvorsen kept his promise by dropping candy wrapped in handkerchiefs and scraps of
1951, General Clay, the U.S. Military Commander of
cloth as miniature parachutes the next
Germany at the time of the Airlift who had since
day. His kindness earned him the
returned to the United States, said: “The men
nickname “Uncle Wiggly Wings”,
who died did so in a worthy cause and this
the “Chocolate Flyer” and the
lasting memorial to them should serve as
“Berlin Candy Bomber”.
a reminder to all the world that free men
That, however, happened
are willing to lay down their lives for
only after an encounter
the principles in which they believe.”
with General William
He then added: “Es ist wunderbar
H. Tunner, the masterwieder bei Euch in Berlin zu sein.
mind behind the Airlift.
Auf Wiedersehen.” – “It is wonderHalvorsen feared for the
ful to be back with you in Berlin.
worst when the GenAuf Wiedersehen.”
eral, whose insistence
Looking to the past and foron strict discipline
ward into the future today,
had earned him the
German Ambassador Scharnickname: “Willieioth emphasizes the importhe-Whip”, sumtance of keeping the legacy
moned him – only
of the Airlift alive – both
to receive permisfor the American and the
sion to continue
German people: “In eshis effort.
sence, the Airlift teaches
News accounts
us what it takes to change
of the deed
the course of history: hard
caught the imagwork and ingenuity, sacriination of school
fice and perseverance, the
children across
will to be free and stand
America. As a
together as friends.”
result, American
“Future generations face
youngsters benew challenges. Just as Gergan candy collecmany and the United States
tions for the kids
stood together on freedom’s
in Berlin. Evenfront line 60 years ago and
tually donations
throughout the Cold War,
of thousands of
we will confront these chalpounds of candy
lenges together. The heroes of
and hundreds of
the Airlift tell us: ‘Our friendhandkerchiefs and
ship is based on shared fundaother pieces of scrap
mental interests and values. We
cloth reached him.
will face the challenges of the
By January 1949,
future together.’”
more than 250,000
midget
parachutes
The Airlift Anniversary and Upcom— German Ambassador Klaus Scharioth, Washington
with treats attached had
ing Events
been dropped, according
For more information about
to the National Museum
events commemorating the Berlin
of the USAF website. When
Airlift in 2008 in the United States, the
the crowds of children awaitGerman Embassy has launched a Webing his C-54 grew too large for
Special on its website www.Germany.info.
the youngster’s safety, his crew
The “Friends Always” Berlin Airlift special on
dropped the candy in other sections
the front page or in the InFocus section will
where they saw children playing. Othfeature continual updates on events in the United
er candy went to schools and to children
States supported by the German government.
confined to Berlin hospitals.
Weblinks: The German Embassy in Washington (Germany.info) www.germany.info/airlift; 2008 Joint Service
In recognition of his action and as a symbol of appreciation for the entire airlift operation, Lt. Halvorsen received the
Open House at Andrews AFB www.jsoh.org; The Berlin Airlift HisCheney Award for 1948 “ ... for an act of valor, extreme fortitude, or
torical Foundation www.spiritoffreedom.org; International Aeroself-sacrifice in a humanitarian interest.”
space Exhibition 2008 www.ila-berlin.com.

“The friendship which the
American heroes of the
Airlift planted in the hearts
and minds of the German
people endures.”

The Sacrifice is Unforgotten - the Legacy is Alive
The legacy of the Airlift is symbolized by the Airlift Memorial
at Berlin’s Tempelhof Airport: the concrete structure reaches to
the sky. Forever engraved in its base are the names of those who

The Board of Officers of the Airlift/Tanker Association and the
editorial staff for Airlift/Tanker Quarterly extend a sincere “Thank
You” to Ms. Karen Carstens and Dr. Georg Schulze Zumkley, of the
German Embassy, Washington DC, for contributing this story.
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Industry

HIGHLIGHTS
Our 2008 convention in Anaheim is just six months away and approaching quickly. We have
an excellent relationship with the hotel and convention center staffs and together we are working
hard to make our 40th convention another outstanding event. For several reasons, we reluctantly
made a modest increase to our exhibit fees (the increase represents less than inflation since our last
adjustment). Unfortunately, California does not allow a tax exemption for non-profit organizations
and that forced us to make a change now to meet our budget requirements. Our objective with this
minor adjustment is to freeze the fees for the next few years and we decided that now would also
be a good time to respond to your frequent requests to pay exhibit fees by credit card. For the first
time this year, we will accept Visa or Mastercard for payment of exhibit fees or wire transfers (please
contact me for details) and we are planning to expand that option to other credit cards providers
and other fees in the future.
Our initial look at the exhibit area looked like we would have limited spaces available, but it now
looks like we will have adequate space for all our exhibitors including our pro bono exhibitors. With
the exhibit area composed of three ballrooms and the adjoining hallways, we will have to carefully
balance the major exhibitors among the ballrooms to ensure a good flow among the ballrooms. As
always, we will do our best to allow our Industry Partners to choose their desired location, but there
will be less flexibility this time as we manage the three ballrooms for crowd flow. Please be patient
with us, we will do our best to get everyone a good location. You will find that the Anaheim Marriott
is a beautiful exhibit area and very nice layout.
There is a special requirement for exhibitors that will be in the Grand Ballroom – this exhibit
hall must be vacated immediately following the Saturday evening reception because the Farewell
Brunch will be held in the Grand Ballroom. Storage crates and associated materials will be stored
in the Orange County Ballroom (adjacent to the Grand Ballroom) to facilitate tear-down. If any of
our exhibitors wish to be among the first to tear-down your exhibit – the Grand Ballroom will be
best for you. Also, the ceiling height varies among the three ballrooms – if your planned exhibit
has height issues, it may determine where your space can be located. As always, we will work with
you to meet your exhibit needs as best we can.
We also will have some special small exhibit spaces available in the areas between the Grand &
Marquis Ballrooms and
immediately in front
of the Elite Ballroom
(between
Marquis
and Platinum) – please
see the attached floor
plan. These are very
nice permanent (granite) exhibit tables and
small storage spaces in
the rear of the stand.
These areas are normally used for registration stations, but will
be available as exhibit
spaces for small exhibitors. These are nice setups for small exhibitors
(10-x10 and possibly a
couple 20x10 spaces).
We are committed
to making Anaheim
our best venue to date.
I am confident this
will be another great
convention where we
celebrate our 40th convention and the 60th
anniversary of the Berlin Airlift - See You In
Anaheim.
Bob Dawson,
VP Industry Affairs
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2008 A/TA Aerospace Show Exhibit Hall
Anaheim Marriott
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A/TA INDUSTRY PARTNERS
(as of 27 May 2008)
AAI Services Corporation
AAR Mobility Systems
Adacel
ARINC
ASMBA
Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings
BAE Systems of North America
Bell Helicopter Textron Inc.
Boeing Company, The
Booz Allen Hamilton
Bose Corporation
C-27J Spartan JCA Team
CAE
Capewell Components Company
Cessna Aircraft Company
City of Altus Oklahoma Economic Dev. Corp.
Computer Sciences Corporation
Consolidated Air Support Systems (CASS), Inc.
Cyberlux Corporation
David Clark Company
Derco Aerospace, Inc.
DRS EW & Network Systems
DRS Technologies, Sustainment Systems, Inc. (SSI)
DRS Training & Control Systems
Dynamics Research Corporation
DynCorp International
EADS North America
Engineered Arresting Systems Corporation
Federal Express Corporation (FedEx)
Federated Software Group
Flightcom Corporation
FlightSafety International
GE Aviation
Global Ground Support
Goodrich Corporation
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
Hamilton Sundstrand
Honeywell International
IBM
ITT Electronic Systems
JBT AeroTech (formerly FMC Technologies)
Jeppesen
JLG Industries, Inc.
L-3 Communications, Integrated Systems
Little Giant Ladders / Wing Enterprises
Lockheed Martin Corporation
McLane Advanced Technologies, LLC
Moog Inc.
MTC Technologies
National Air Cargo
NAT Seattle Inc.
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Omega Aerial Refueling Systems, Inc.
Parker Aerospace Corporation
PESystems Inc
Phantom Products, Inc.
Pratt & Whitney / Military Engines
Quantum3D, Inc.
Raytheon Company
Rockwell Collins, Inc.
Rolls-Royce Defense North America
SAIC
Sanmina-SCI
Sargent Fletcher, Inc
Satcom Direct Communications, Inc.
Smiths Aerospace
Snow Aviation International, Inc.
Spokane Industries, Inc.
Standard Aero
Support Systems Associates, Inc.
Symetrics Industries, LLC
Telephonics Corporation
Thales
Thrane & Thrane
Tybrin
USAA
Volga-Dnepr Unique Air Cargo
Vought Aircraft Industries, Inc.
World Air Holdings

INDUSTRY PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
Cyberlux Corporation, Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina, founded in 2000, is
quicklybecoming a leader in the design,
manufacture and sales of light-emitted diode
(LED) lighting solutions that transcend the
performance capabilities of conventional
bulbs of today.
Cyberlux’s lighting systems – that provide superior lighting sources without the
extreme heat of most bulbs – are less expensive than conventional bulbs or tubes by
200% in total cost of ownership.
And with technology that consumes 92%
less energy than incandescent bulbs (common household bulbs), 30% less than most
fluorescent lighting systems, and new lighting efficiency that can last up to 20 years,
Cyberlux is at the forefront of next-generation lighting solutions.
Cyberlux has the ability to innovate
with a great amount of patience, responsibility and integrity to become a leading
force in producing the highest quality, energy efficient, reliable lighting solutions in
the industry.
Cyberlux products incorporate LED’s
from some of the worlds best producers
of LED products. Aside from producing
their own products, Cyberlux is involved
with companies who have requested them
to design and build lighting products
which compliment their existing products
and new lighting products to enhance their
current mix of products.
Cyberlux is also engaged in the production of sophisticated covert (IR) lighting
systems that enable security personnel to
view long range expanses with night vision goggles (NVG’s) which clearly identify
potential threats long before incursion is
imminent.
The covert lighting systems designed for
the U.S. Military required new thinking
around how very bright light is disbursed
and controlled for energy efficiency.
This new thinking has defined how to
solve energy efficient and maintenance-free
solutions for products in the commercial
sector.
USAF, AMC and ANG Embrace
Cyberlux Product Line
The 2008 Department of Defense Appropriations legislation allocates $8.0 million
for the equipping of the USAF with Cyberlux Portable Illumination Systems. As part
of this $8.0 million budget, the USAF Air
Mobility Command is fulfilling the
requirements of the Logistics, Operations,

Installation and Mission Support commands for the BrightEye and WatchDog
systems. The remaining $2.5 million in appropriations will be allocated within other
USAF commands during Fiscal Year 2008
which ends September 30th.
“This opportunity, combined with the
$3.3 million commitment previously announced, not only solidifies our position
as the portable solid-state lighting solution
within the military, but also represents the
remaining
revenue
comp one nt
required to
drive
our
company to
profitability
and sustainability.
As
an
organization,
we
are not only
pleased that
our military success has enhanced our overall value
as a company, but we are
equally confident that these
momentous milestones will
reward our loyal stakeholders
as well,” said Mark Schmidt,
president and chief operating
officer
for
Cyberlux.
Over the
last year, Cyberlux has
also worked
with select
Air National
Guard units
to evaluate
the BrightEye products
in order to refine the capabilities of the
Cyberlux portable visible and night-vision
compatible illumination systems. The Air
National Guard intends to deploy the 10
BrightEye Dual Lighthead Tactical Illumination Systems to Aviation Support Facilities across the country. The BrightEye Systems will be used for aircraft maintenance
lighting, expeditionary base lighting and
other high-intensity lighting applications

that require rapid deployment and a small
size/weight footprint.
“We are excited to see the Air National
Guard make this initial purchase of BrightEye Systems. This order is a result of the
level of capability and performance our
BrightEye Systems will deliver to the Air
National Guard’s Aviation Support Facilities,” said Schmidt, “There are hundreds of
Aviation Support Facilities that service and
maintain the National Guard aircraft and
we anticipate expanding the BrightEye use to each Facility over the next
several years. This order is the first
step in deploying our BrightEye tactical lighting solution across the Air
National Guard’s aviation maintenance operations.”
Earlier this year, a Cyberlux team
of specialists participated in the National Guard’s Vigilant
Guard 2008 event
and demonstrated
the BrightEye 4M
Tower
Illumination System and
the BrightEye Dual
Lighthead Tactical
Illumination
System during various
disaster response exercises. Importantly,
the Cyberlux team
was deployed with
the Air National
Guard’s Emergency
Medical
Support
(EMEDS) unit to provide the
remote lighting capability for
the EMEDS Operations Center. The EMEDS unit used the
BrightEye 4M Tower for lighting the triage operations area
while the Operations Center entry check
point was lit by the BrightEye Dual Lighthead System. Inside the operating room,
the BrightEye Dual Lighthead System was
demonstrated for the EMEDS surgical team
during their emergency surgical exercises.
The BrightEye systems performed flawlessly
during emergency medical exercises and
the EMEDS units plan to pursue the BrightEye systems for field deployment.
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Register Early
and Save!
Submit Your Registration
by 2 October and

Save $100.00!

(Compared to On-Site Registration)

Registration Form on Page 24.
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Convention Information Contacts:
Hotel Room Reservations & Info: Miles Wiley: (703) 309-7738 | Rooms@atalink.org
Please use this info only if you DO NOT have an assigned POC. Contact your assigned POC first!
Info needed to secure a room: Your Name; Number of Rooms Requested;
Arrival Date/Time; Departure Date/Time; Phone Number; and E-Mail Address.
Convention Information & Registration: Bud & Pam Traynor: (703) 385-2802 | ata@atalink.org
Seminars: Jeffrey Bigelow: DSN: 826- 6361 | Comm: (757) 878- 6361 | Seminars@atalink.org
Convention Aerospace Show Exhibits: Bob Dawson: (714) 401-8066 | Exhibits@atalink.org
A/TQ Advertising: Nick McCollough | Wes Heidenreich: (478) 923-0968 | Advertising@atalink.org
A/TQ Articles / Stories / Ad Specs: Collin Bakse: (618) 235-5070 | ATQ@atalink.org
Golf Tournament Information: | Golf@atalink.org
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2008 Convention & Symposium Rules of Engagement
by Bud and Pam Traynor
We know that the instructions for the registration form have become quite lengthy, but this is to allow the maximum
flexibility for the registrant. Without the complexity, cancellation and refund opportunities would be impossible. There
are limits to the flexibility however. When Bud and Pam move to the convention site (approx 30 Oct), so moves the A/TA
“headquarters office.” The A/TA office phone, (703) 385-2802, will be forwarded to Bud’s cell phone. Every year, we have
soulful requests for exceptions to our rules on refunds, including membership refunds. We don’t grant them.

2008 Overview
(also available on-line at www.atalink.org)
• While you may mail a paper copy of the Registration Form with
a check, we prefer you log in at http://www.atalink.org with your
name and last-4, and register online.
• Government folks – Recommend you RE-ACTIVATE YOUR
GTC CARD by calling the 800 number on the back! (Otherwise,
you may be doing everything twice!) After only a few days of nonuse, hundreds of Government cards get turned off for no apparent
reason
• If your membership is not current through November, you
should pay dues at the same time using a separate card if desired. Recommend you not use your government card to pay for
personal fees, i.e., dues, golf or guest registration.
• Then read all the instructions below, especially the cancellation instructions.
• Log in anytime to view your membership and registration status.
Quick Answers:
• Member Rates:
$290 by 2 Oct, 2400 EST (date extend to enable use of 2009 money)
$325 by 30 Oct, 1700 EST
$390 Onsite
• Non-Member Rates:
$225 Exhibit Floor Only – only for exhibitors
$504 For those wishing to not become a member
• Full registration includes all events (except golf ($140) and your
hotel, of course).
• The Member Rate is a member benefit. To register at the member
rate, your membership must be current through at least November.
The membership fee is non-refundable – even if you subsequently don’t
attend FOR ANY REASON. If you prefer not to become a member,
the registration rate is $504 with no early incentives.
• Membership fees with registration: $40 1Year; $110 3Year; $500
Life.
• VISA or MC only with SSN and email address, card number,
exp date, and “signature.” We do not take AMEX, Discover, etc. at
this time. We currently cannot handle purchase orders, electronic
checks or bank transfers.
• While our convention fees are extremely low, please bear in
mind that partial registration is an attempt to accommodate those
individuals who cannot attend the entire convention, e.g., the visiting associate who is in for the day, or an award-winner guest. Partials are not meant to reflect the cost for an individual event. Rather
it is a reduced convention fee for that period of the convention that
may include food. More than two partials can exceed the cost of
full registration. You are usually much better off to pay full registration - particularly for accompanying spouses! Full registration is
cheap: Please keep our fees in perspective.
• Use one form for you the registrant and your non-member, social guest. Guests register at member registration rate (without a
separate membership fee). If you have more than one guest, please
contact us for instructions. Banquet-only pre-registrations are permitted. You can use a second card for your personal portion.

• Spouses who are A/TA members should complete separate forms.
• Members may receive the $290 early rate only if a completed
form and full payment are postmarked or received by 2 Oct. CAUTION: You may have great difficulty getting through on 2 Oct because of others who also put it off. After 2 Oct, the higher $325 preconvention rate will prevail – no exceptions. Incomplete forms OR
payment will NOT qualify for early rate. Payment must accompany
form, regardless of method of payment. If you have changes, please
do not send duplicate or “updated” forms. Call or email us.
• No faxes/web/mail can be received after 1700 EST 30 Oct (office
closed). We prefer no cover sheet for faxes. You may register at the
A/TA registration desk upon arrival at the $390 on-site rate; however, banquet seating is not guaranteed.
• Send one form only. E.g., do NOT fax THEN mail. Do not try to
send payment one way and the form another.
• And to be clear, sorry, no, you can’t pay now and send names
later.
EXPANDED REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
Every year, we have a few soulful requests for exceptions to our
rules on refunds, including membership refunds. We don’t grant
them. Ever.
We know that the instructions for the registration form have become quite lengthy. But this is to allow the maximum flexibility for
the registrant. Without the complexity, cancellation and refund opportunities would be impossible. There are limits to the flexibility
however. When Bud and Pam move to the convention site (approx
30 Oct), so moves the A/TA “headquarters office.” That means a fax
to the Virginia office after they have departed for the convention
won’t be received until their return from the convention. Don’t
do it. The A/TA office phone, (703) 385-2802 will be forwarded to
Bud’s cell phone.
Cancellation:
Cancellation Fees. $20 through 2 Oct; $30 through 30 Oct, $35
thereafter. (This includes changing charges from one card to another.) Refunds may be made based on your cancellation confirmation number, obtained after personal cancellation with Bud or Pam
Traynor, prior to events, at (703) 385-2802 before 30 Oct, 1700 EST,
or from them at the A/TA Registraion Desk – NOT the Hotel Registration Desk; (please no relayed requests or requests through other
workers). It is better to not leave a message as you won’t get a concellation number. Card refunds will be made back to your card; check
payment will be refunded individually by check to each individual.
Refund requests without a cancellation number will not be honored; so
when you talk to Bud or Pam, be SURE to get one! We intend to process all refunds before year end. While refunds should be automatic,
subsequent requests without a cancellation number will not be honored. You do not need to give a reason for your cancellation: no duty
or family emergency releases you from your responsibility to cancel
or from the cancellation fee. And did we mention? Membership dues
are not refundable.
Relaying your cancellation through an intermediary is too risky.
If they forget to contact Bud or Pam, or they try to pass through
yet another person – say a registration worker, or a board member
who doesn’t follow through – the registrant is still responsible for
full payment. The fees charged don’t cover minimum expenses for
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A/TA and there just isn’t extra money to cover someone’s error or
lack of responsibility – no matter how important the TDY or family
emergency. A/TA has less capability to be generous than the hotel
and you know THEY charge for a no-show, regardless of the excuse.
Make the effort personally; it’s the only way to be sure you won’t be
stuck with the bill.
Membership:
Membership must be current through November to register at the
member rate. The membership fee is non-refundable. No exceptions.
When you log in, you will be shown what your membership dues
status is. PLEASE, if you wish to register at the member rate and need
to pay dues, please, please do it with the registration form – even if
you are paying for registration with a government/company card as
you can use two different cards together on the form. No need to first
become a member separately.
Registration:
Do not send a cover page and do NOT send a “corrected copy.” If
you have a correction, just call or email us. Payment must always
accompany the form, regardless of method of payment or form. Registration forms with checks MUST be mailed together. Marrying them
up later is too time consuming and error generating. If you send a
form via fax or mail or email, please do not send it a second way, or
send twice. When you register online you will be emailed a receipt
to the address you gave. This receipt cannot be re-created so print
and save it for your voucher. If you do not immediately receive an
email receipt, presume you gave us a bad email address. Login again
and check the address. Everyone with a valid email address will be
sent an email confirmation when the registration is processed. A
backup online receipt can then be obtained after logging in.
Early registration ($290) is only an incentive to register early for
administrative processing reasons – not just for early payment of
the money. This means, for example, if you do not have the name
of a registrant, you cannot just pay by the deadline and get an early
rate. Similarly, if you want to register someone after the early registration deadline, you must pay the higher rate for the new person
as appropriate. The canceled person will be reimbursed at the rate
paid (less cancellation fee and dues, if applicable). If you choose to
fax your registration form, recommend you not wait until the last
day. If the fax machine is too busy for you to get through, we will
not receive your form “early,” and the higher pre-registration rate
($325) will apply.
To register at the member rate, membership must be current
through November. The membership fee is non-refundable. Members
may receive the early rate only if a completed form and full payment
are postmarked or received by 2 Oct. Incomplete forms or incomplete
payment do not qualify for early rate. Use one form for a registrant
and non-member, social guest; your guest registers at the member rate.
Spouses, who are A/TA members, should complete a separate form.
We can take VISA or MC only with SSN last-4 and email address, card
number, exp date, and signature. (NO AMEX or Discover). Full registration includes all events except golf.
Postmark all mailed registrations NLT 23 Oct to ensure it arrives
before the office moves to the hotel. After that, plan on web or fax
NLT 1700 30 Oct, or registering at the hotel on-site ($390). (Onsite
registration does not guarantee requested banquet seating will be
available.)
No Substitutions:
There can be no substitutions. Individuals may be canceled and
individuals may register. Specifically, no one may capture someone
else’s early rate after the early deadline. We cannot “bank” funds.
This restriction applies to checks as well. Remember a new registration must have all information supplied on a new form. Dues
are neither transferable nor refundable to a person cancelling. (See
cancellation instructions).
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GPC Cards (formally know as IMPAC):
We have been advised by AMC/CC that “this year’s convention registration fee connot be charged to the Government Purchase Card
(GPC, formerly IMPAC).” This reportedly reflects SAF/AQC guidance to AMC. (A/TA can take any Visa or MasterCard). The AMC
GPC prohibition does not apply to Government Travel Card (GTC),
which reportedly is OK to use.
Faxes:
Please do not use a cover sheet. Save your time and our paper; all arrive in a closed office. Cover sheets are immediately discarded. But
if you do fax the form, do so only with credit card full payment for
membership and registration. Please do not send a fax with the intention of mailing a check. Faxes arriving without payment will be
discarded No faxes/web after 1700 EST 30 Oct. You may register at
the A/TA registration desk upon arrival at the on-site rate ($390).
Exhibitors:
There is usually some confusion. The Exhibit-floor-only rate is
meant to cover the food events in the exhibit hall for the exhibit
workers who are not generally participating in the social events.
It does not allow attendance of seminars, hospitality suites, banquet or brunch. This allows some exhibitors to operate on a slightly
tighter budget. In practice, most exhibitors just pay normal registration so they can attend all events. See the Exhibitor page of the
Association website for exhibiting information.
Banquet Seating:
Along with your Association’s popularity comes complexity. In recent years, we have more than tripled the number of folks attending the Saturday night banquet. What that means is that we continue to push the capacity of our banquet seating and our ability
to assign specific seats. To manage the process, we have instituted
some procedures to maximize the service to all who wish to attend this superb event. Key to this will be that you first register for
the convention; then make your seating preferences known to your
unit/company POC, or to the banquet reservation team:
Pre-Convention:
We will start taking seating block/individual banquet reservation requests 30 July. The Banquet Seating Request Form
should be used by all. Units/chapters should submit through
your unit/chapter representative/POC. Individuals/groups not
associated with a unit or chapter should submit banquet reservations to George Meyers and the banquet reservation team
at banquet@atalink.org. The POCs will be expected to manage
actual seating distribution within his/her unit block of tables
prior to the convention, and to keep the banquet reservation
team updated as changes occur.
Onsite:
We will require 100% reconfirmation to keep/get a reserved
seat. Those who have paid but do not confirm banquet reservations may be relegated to open seating. We do this to ensure
that no one gets dropped from the POC’s lists and to allow
folks to advise us when they do not plan to attend. And while
we will take seating requests from anybody – chapters, units,
groups, or individuals – the preferred solution is block inputs:
so please check with your respective chapter/unit/company
POCs to ensure your name is submitted only once. For the
chapters/units/groups/corporate groups, that means all seats
you submit in the reservation for your group must have a paid
A/TA registration. Without it, that individual will be “bumped”
from the chapter/unit/group seating request..
On-Site Banquet Seating Sign-up:
We will try to accommodate everyone; however, reserved banquet seating cannot be guaranteed onsite. The Banquet Seating
Sign-Up which will be located next to the A/TA Registration

desk, will be open Thursday the 6th November, from 0900
– 1800. The CUTOFF for onsite banquet seating will be 1800,
Thursday the 6th. Those arriving Saturday without prior seating coordination will be not be given a seating reservation and
will have to use open seating. Prior to the Banquet, in-progress reservation charts will be posted daily around noon in the
Banquet Seating Sign-Up Area. A final Banquet seating chart
should be posted 1800, Saturday, 8 Nov. If you have paid for the
Banquet and have not shown up on the banquet reservation
seating chart, you will be seated at open tables.
Remember the priority: First register, then reserve your banquet
seat, and then additionally confirm your reservation onsite at
the convention banquet booth. The cutoff for reserved banquet

seating, prior to onsite reservations, will be 1700 Sunday, 21
October.
Award Winners: will be seated as a group with one spouse/
guest. Special guests and family may be seated at tables nearby
providing Award Winners put the request in the remarks portion of their registration form and inform the Banquet Seating
Coordinators using the request form mentioned above
Exhibitors please review Exhibitor Package online.
WARNING: Should banquet sign-up exceed facility capacity, Banquet Registration may be stopped and the 1800 Friday banquet
seating-cutoff date may be moved earlier. Check the A/TA web
site or the A/TA Sign-up Booth for the most current information.

2008 Hotel Room Reservations Rules of Engagement
by Miles Wiley
From just about every aspect, the Association’s management of
the hotel rooms worked well last year in Nashville. Therefore, the
Association plans to continue to manage the room process and
will rely on your support to ensure that it is successful again. Like
2007, there will be no time that any hotel will open the block for
independent reservations.
Unlike the previous two years, the Association has two main hotels in Anaheim – the Anaheim Marriott and the Anaheim Hilton.
Both hotels will pay a major role in this year’s convention. If you
are not familiar with Anaheim, these two hotels are directly across
the street from each other. Despite contracting for the majority
of the rooms in these two hotels, there are NOT enough rooms in
the two hotels for everyone. This year, nearly half of the 2008 attendees will be in one of the two hotels. We have already signed
contracts with six additional hotels – four of which are as close as
it was from one side of the Nashville Gaylord Hotel to the other
side. Between all eight the hotels, we have more than 3,000 rooms
under contract.
Like last year, we will have a couple significant dates that either
numbers or names must be submitted to either me or the appropriate hotel. Needless to say, these dates are extremely important and
we need to meet the deadlines.   
Base and exhibitor room POCs must update contract information to ATARooms@cox.net by July 1. This will ensure that we are
in contact with the correct POC. As in the past, we will work all
room requirements with the POCs (this only applies to bases and
exhibitors). For attendees who company’s have exhibits but the
attendee is not part of the exhibit support team, your room request
must go through the exhibitor room POC.   
Base and exhibitor room POCs must confirm hotel room requirements No Later Than August 1. We recognize that this is
extremely early to know exactly how many rooms a base or exhibitor will need. Through no fault of any one base or exhibitor, the
Association was obligated to pay the cancellation fee for a number
of hotel rooms in Orlando due to the reduction in room requirements after contractual deadlines to do this. Last year, by meeting
the early deadline, the Association was able to avoid the cancellation fees. We would like to do that again this year in Anaheim.
Like last year, once confirmed, the POC will be responsible for filling those rooms. If unable to do so, the base or exhibitor will have
to pay the cancellation fee for the room, which is one night room

rate per room.   This will require POCs to manage the room block
very closely.
To provide each POC with some flexibility, the Association will
require that each military POC to have a minimum of 10 percent
of the rooms as doubles, no exceptions. On a case by base basis,
the Association will consider reducing or increasing the double up
requirement. Like previous years, for the double rooms, the room
rate will be less than the per diem rate times two. The Federal
government per diem rate for Anaheim is currently $119 per night,
plus tax and fees. This rate is subject to change when per diem
rates are adjusted on October 1.   
The final list of names and credit card information is due to
the hotels no later than September 1. Hotel room reservations
for the convention will be made by Rooming List. The Rooming
List must be provided to the hotels prior to September 1, 2008.
All room reservations must be accompanied by a first-night room
guarantee. The hotel will not hold any reservations unless secured
by a credit card. The military room POCs can make a one-for-one
swap to avoid cancellation charges. Everyone will need to understand the cancellation rules as they are updated in the future.
The Association also has set aside a number of rooms in all the
various hotels for those attendees not associated with a base or
exhibitor. The rooms are at the government/military rate (for the
active, Guard and Reserve) and the conference rate (for exhibitors,
retirees and others). These individuals should e-mail ATARooms@
cox.net to request a room.
For the retirees who believe they are entitled to a government
rate, the Association uses two principals when negotiating with
the hotels for rooms: First, hotels want to limit the mixture of the
government rate rooms to conference rate rooms to approximately
a 50/50 ratio; or to charge much higher rates for convention-rate
rooms. This means that the Association must fill both room rates
to honor the contracts. Second, the Association can only contract
for what we estimate to be the number of active-duty rooms needed. Over-estimating incurs penalties.
Like in 2007, every individual is responsible for any changes to
his or her hotel reservation and NOT the Association.  Remember,
room reservation cancellation, banquet reservation cancellation,
and convention registration cancellation are THREE SEPARATE
and INDEPENDENT ACTIONS (To Cancel – You must make ALL
THREE cancellations).

Go to the Convention Page at www.atalink.org
for more convention info and to register on-line.
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Mobility

HERITAGE & HEROES
WWII Vets Fly on ‘Spirit of Go For Broke’
by Tech. Sgt. Tom Czerwinski, Pacific Air Forces Public Affairs
After waiting for more than a year and
a half from the christening of the seventh
C-17 Globemaster III added to Hickam

what they did for our country.”
“We were in the European Theater of
Operation and served in Italy. In August
1944 at age 23, I was a replacement soldier and much older
than the earlier group who were
mostly 18-years-old, and just
out of high school,” Mr. Yoshino said. “To be remembered by
the military is a great honor.”
The flight was a mission
of the Hawaii Air National
Guard’s 204th Airlift Squadron, boasting a crew of all
Guardsmen who fly the C-17 as
an associate unit with the active duty 535th Airlift Squadron at Hickam AFB.
During the flight the veterans got to tour the cockpit for
spectacular views of the HawaiSurviving members of the famed 442nd Regimental
ian Islands, and they interacted
Combat Team and the 100th Infantry Battalion pose
with the crew were they learned
in front of one Hickam Air Force Base’s C-17 Globeabout modern air mobility and
master III aircraft the “Spirit of Go For Broke,” which
global reach.
was named after the motto of the historic World War
“Today was a great privilege
II Army units that consisted of Japanese Americans
for them to invite us to fly on
mostly from Hawaii. The “Go For Broke” unit was one
this magnificent modern airof the most highly decorated units during WWII. (U.S.
plane. I could not believe in my
Air Force photo/Tech. Sgt. Tom Czerwinski)
life time, I would get this opportunity,” Mr. Yoshino said.
Air Force Base’s fleet of eight, the men for
whom it was named finally got their ride
After the flight the veterans were treated
on 13 March.
to a catered meal at the 154th Wing dining
A group of 40 surviving veterans from
facility. “This is a lot better than the Army
the famed 442nd Regimental Combat
chow of K-rations we used to get,” said Mr.
Team and the 100th Infantry Battalion
Robert Arakaki, the 100th Infantry Batshuffled onboard to the “Spirit of Go For
talion association president. “A K-ration
Broke” and took to the sky for a 45-minwas usually packages of dried biscuits with
ute tour around some of the Hawaiian
canned meat and eggs, but they were betIslands.
ter than nothing.”
Not only was the flight a historic occaChief Master Sgt. Alan Ogata, the 204th
sion for the World War II vets, there was a
Airlift Squadron superintendant thanked
special flight for a father and son.
the vets for their service to country, for
Chief Master Sgt. Irvin Yoshino, the sucoming out and spending their day with
perintendent with the Hawaii Air National
the unit and taking the flight.
Guard’s 154th Wing F-22 Raptor Program
“You all are our heroes, we are proud to
Integration Office was able to go on the
be in your presence here today,” said Serflight with his father, 87-year-old George
geant Ogata.
Yoshino who was a rifleman with company
The 442nd RCT was composed mostly of
K, 442nd RCT, from 1944 to 1946.
“Nisei,” or second generation of Japanese“Being here with my father and accomAmerican soldiers, who wanted to prove
panying him on the flight was a special
their loyalty to the U.S. -- many of their
time for both of us. It has taken me an enfamilies were interned in camps while they
tire career to get my father out here to see
fought during the war. To the members of
what I do,” said Sergeant Yoshino. “This is
the 442nd RCT, “Go For Broke” meant to
a great way to honor these veterans and
be all-in with nothing to lose.
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The courage of these veterans led them
to be the most decorated in our country’s
history and included the award of 9,846
Purple Hearts and 21 Medals of Honor.
“It’s a great privilege to come into contact younger members of the armed forces here today and represent our unit the
442nd Regimental Combat Team,” Mr. Yoshino said. “If I had to do it all over again,
I would have a hard time keeping up with
them, flying these great airplanes.”
The 442nd Regimental Combat Team
The 442nd Regimental Combat Team is
the most decorated unit in U.S. military
history.
It was composed of mainland Japanese
Americans and Japanese Americans from
Hawaii. It is the 442nd that coined the
motto “Go for Broke!” and upheld those
words throughout their entire time of service in World War II.
Soon after the bombing of Pearl Harbor,
all Japanese Americans were reclassified to
4-C (Enemy Alien) and were not allowed to
enlist in the U.S. military. Even though not
one case of spying or espionage was recorded. The Japanese Americans on the West
Coast were relocated and incarcerated in
internment camps which were located in
various wasteland areas in the western
United States. Many of the people who
were relocated were American citizens.
The Japanese Americans in Hawaii weren’t
subjected to this treatment because they
made up a significant portion of the local
work force and incarcerating them would
have a disastrous effect on the economy.

The 442nd Infantry Color Guard, at a deployed location in Europe. (USA photo).
However, in January 1943, President
Roosevelt and the War Department decided to allow these Japanese Americans to
volunteer in an all American-Japanese regiment to fight for their country in World
War II. Although they were viewed with
fear and suspicion, these Japanese Americans stepped forward without hesitation to
serve their country.
In May 1943, approximately 1,500 volunteers from the mainland and 3,000
from Hawaii assembled for training at

Camp Shelby, Mississippi. They trained in
the surrounding hills and swamps and in
May 1944, left for combat duty in Europe.
One month later, they arrived in Naples,
Italy and later joined up with the 100th
Infantry Battalion. By this time, the 100th
had been fighting for nine months and lost
over 900 men out of the 1300 that they
had started with.

Advanced aid station operated by medics
of the 2nd and 3rd Bn., 442nd Infantry
near Belmont, another section of France.
(USA photo).
The troops of the 442nd Regiment
fought in eight major campaigns in
Italy, France and Germany, including
the battles at Belmont, Bruyeres and
Biffontaine. At Biffontaine, the unit
fought perhaps its most famous battle,
the “Rescue of the Lost Battalion”. In
this bloody confrontation, the 442nd
unit lost more than 800 troops to rescue 211 members of the Texan 1st Battalion of the 141st Regiment. There were
also numerous accounts of individuals
who displayed incredible valor while
attempting to advance their positions
and rescue wounded comrades.
In less than two years of combat, the
442nd Regimental Combat Team earned
more than 18,000 individual decorations
including one Medal of Honor, 53 Distinguished Service Crosses, 588 Silver Stars,
5,200 Bronze Star Medals, 9,486 Purple
Hearts, and eight Presidential Unit Citations (the nation’s top award for combat
units). In June 2000, President Clinton
awarded an additional 20 Medals of
Honor to members of the 100th Battalion and 442nd Regimental Combat Team.
This was the result of a re-examination
of the files of dozens of Japanese-American soldiers to see if any of them might
have been denied awards because of possible prejudice. One of these recipients
was Hawaii’s U.S. Senator Daniel Inouye,
whose right arm was shattered by a grenade while successfully destroying three
German machine gun nests.

The 100th Infantry Battalion
The 100th Infantry Battalion, also
known as the Purple Heart Battalion,
was made up of all Japanese-American
volunteers from Hawaii who fought in
World War II (W.W.II). These men had
been treated unfairly by many of their
fellow American citizens, but still wanted to help fight for the country they
thought of as “home.” These JapaneseAmericans were 1,432 prewar draftees
from the 298th, which was made up of
men from Oahu, Hawaii and 299th Regiments, which was made up of men from
the neighbor islands of Hawaii.
They included the Hawaii National
Guard, activated Army Reservists, and regular Army personnel. The 100th Infantry
Battalion left Hawaii in early June 1942 for
training. During most of the war Lt. Turner
led the 100th Battalion.
The 100th Battalion later joined the
442nd Regimental Combat Team in Civitavecchia, north of Rome. The 100th and
442nd was given little time to socialize
and get comfortable before they moved
into combat. They went to Camp Shelby
for training, and then moved on the Oran,
Africa. There they were assigned to noncombat duty. They then moved to Italy. Because of skepticism of the 100th’s loyalty,
Washington requested daily reports from
General Clark, who commanded the 100th
Battalion. The general reported that their
conduct and performance were exemplary,
and that the 100th took every enemy objective assigned to them.
After Salerno, the 100th advanced
northward through many towns and villages where they came across much enemy
fire, especially on the Volturno River. They
then proceeded to Monte Cassino. This
was in the middle of winter in January
1944. The 100th, now fighting with the
34th Division was greatly wounded. They
left, and later it took five other divisions,
which were aided by heavy air power to
capture Cassino.
Because the 100th was now reduced to
several hundred men, soldiers from the
442nd Regimental Combat Team, who at
that time just completed their training
at Camp Shelby, went to join them. Now
with more soldiers, the 100th resumed
their battles near Anzio. They then were
ordered to stop about a mile out of the
city. Questions still remain whether the
100th was not trusted, and was deliberately held back to allow a Caucasian unit
to march first. The Nisei soldiers were very
disappointed. After they fought long and
hard, they were not able to experience
Rome’s great welcoming and celebration
of their victory. They passed on the outer
edge of the celebration, unrecognized and
unheralded.

Book Review

by Collin R. Bakse, editor A/TQ

Fathers, Brothers and Sons

by Bob Brannon
From the American Civil War to the
first Gulf War and beyond, Hiram
Brannon and his descendants joined the
military and served
A merica
during
times of conflict.
Some of them were
wounded or killed;
some of them were
heroes; all of them
were patriots. This
is their story, as
told by Hiram’s
great-great-grandson, Bob Brannon,
himself a four-time combat veteran.
Fathers, Brothers and Sons relates a
poignant chronology of service and
sacrifice, of love of family and country
– made all the more moving by the inclusion of letters home from different
locations during disparate conflicts.
The author recounts personal experiences that all veterans can relate to
– the relentless training, the moves,
the emotional good-byes, the making
of new friends; and some that only seasoned combat vets can understand – the
sound of in-coming enemy fire, the saving of life, the loss of life.
All-in-all, Fathers, Brother and Sons
is an excellent account of “A Family
Legacy of Military Service,” just as the
sub-title claims. Highly recommended.
During his 28-year career in the Air Force
Medical Service Corps, Col Bob Brannon served
as a commander on 12 occasions, including a
tour in Vietnam and deployments supporting
Operation JUST CAUSE and Operations DESERT
SHIELD/STORM, as well as humanitarian assistance work for the United Nations in Bosnia.
He earned a Master of Science degree as a
distinguished graduate from Trinity University,
and he completed Air War College. His numerous decorations include the Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star Medal, Meritorious Service Medal
(7 Oak Leaf Clusters), Air Medal and Republic
of Vietnam Honor Medal, 1st Class.
Col Brannon retired from the Air Force in
1997 and currently serves as a consultant to
the Air Force Surgeon General’s Office for
expeditionary medical operations and aeromedical evacuation. He is a lecturer and motivational speaker. Col Brannon was inducted
into the A/TA Hall of Fame, as part of the AE
Legacy Team, in 2007. Col Brannon is married
to the former Sue Quashnock, and they have
two children, Rob and Rebecca.
Fathers, Brothers and Sons is distributed
through Baker & Taylor and Ingram and is
available at all major book-stores, or online at
Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Borders or Xlibris.
For more information, contact Xlibris at (888)
795-4274 or on the web at www.xlibris.com.
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2008 A/TA Convention & Symposium

REGISTRATION FORM

Online Credit Card Registration (Secure) Preferred – www.atalink.org
GPC (IMPAC) Card Not Valid for AMC Registrants (Per AMC)
Please Read & Follow Instructions
Detailed instructions: Pages 18, 19 & 20; On-line at www.atalink.org
Registration & Cancellation Policy:
a.) NO REFUNDS without a cancellation confirmation number, obtained after personal cancellation only with Bud or Pam Traynor, prior to events, at
(703) 385-2802; or personally at the A/TA registration booth (not the hotel desk). Please no intermediaries. Email OK but risky. Requests without a cancellation
number will not be honored. See cancellation fees below (bottom right).
b.) Call or Email changes; DO NOT RESUBMIT FORM or send multiple copies. When in doubt, contact Bud or Pam Traynor: (703) 385-2802 or ata@atalink.org
c.) To have name only (no other contact info) appear in the post-convention roster, contact Bud or Pam Traynor.
MI:

LAST NAME:

NICKNAME:

NATIONALITY (If not US):
SSN-Last 4:

(Never listed nor given out - For data control only)

HOME ADDRESS:
CITY:

ST

Badge:

HOME PHONE:

RANK ABBREVIATION:

Also Show:

BASE/LOCATION:

ST

ZIP

Organization

A/TA Chapter

NAME

Also Show:

WORK E-MAIL:

Spouse:
FIRST NAME:

Check Box for:
SELF
SPOUSE

A/TA Membership (Required for Member Rate for member and guest)
Member Early Registration (Must postmark/fax by 02 Oct)
Member Pre-Registration (Early above is $35 cheaper) (Onsite will be $390)
Non-Member Registration (Probably NOT You – Join and Register Above)

Exhibiting Company:

Organization:

MULTIPLE GUESTS: Call/Email Bud Traynor for information concerning
registration and fees for multiple guests.

LAST NAME:

FULL REGISTRATION: (Includes everything except Hotel and Golf)

TOTAL

Per Person Fee

$40
$290
$325
$504

$
$
$
$

Exhibit Floor Access Required

GOLF (Includes Lunch):

Requested	2.	3.
Foursome:	4.

Handicap(s)
$140

$

$252	
$106
$106
$106
$106
$100
$50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

All below included in full registration above –
Full registrants please don’t use.

EXHIBIT FLOOR ONLY (Does NOT include Golf, Seminars, Social Events, Banquet or Brunch)
Thursday Evening Reception (Food, Refreshments & Exhibits)
Friday Program (Seminars, Exhibits, Breakfast, Lunch)
Friday Evening Reception (Food, Refreshments & Exhibits)
Saturday Program (Seminars, Exhibits, Breakfast, Lunch)
Saturday Evening Cocktails and Banquet
Sunday Farewell Brunch

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE NOW:

$

Make Checks Payable to: The Airlift/Tanker Association

Check www.atalink.org for web registration –
Otherwise copy this form and mail, along with
Check or credit card info to:
A/TA REG. A/TQ 2008

(Print or type names exactly as you want
them to appear on badge)

GUEST:

CITY:

✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈

Civil Ser.

Life Member

NAME

WORK MAILING ADDRESS:

PARTIAL REGISTRATION:

Guard

Civilian

REGISTRANT:

DUTY PHONE:

ORG NAME/SYMBOL:

✈
✈
✈
✈

Retired Mil.
Service:

ZIP

HOME E-MAIL:

JOB/DUTY TITLE:

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY:
Active Duty
Reserve

Col Dennis (Bud) Traynor, USAF (Ret)
9312 Convento Terrace, Fairfax, VA 22031
Credit card users may fax registration to:
(703) 385-2803 (no cover page please)
After 23 Oct mail or 30Oct fax/web cutoff, registrations
accepted only at the convention registration desk.

VISA or MASTERCARD ONLY (no AMEX, Discover, etc.)

By transmitting this form, I certify I have read and understand the cancellation instructions and that if
my National membership is not current through Nov., an additional $40 will be assessed on this card to
update my membership. Cancellation fee is $20 if by 2 Oct; $30 if by 30 Oct; $35 thereafter.
AF or Org. Card #:
Exp:
Amt:$
VISA & MC ONLY

Personal Card #:

Exp:

Amt:$

Signature (required):

ANAHEIM MARRIOTT, 700 WEST CONVENTION WAY, ANAHEIM, CA 92802
HILTON ANAHEIM, 777 CONVENTION WAY, ANAHEIM, CA 92802

SEE PAGES 122-25 FOR RULES OF ENGAGEMENT, BANQUET SEATING
INSTRUCTIONS, CONTACT NUMBERS AND HOTEL INFORMATION

REMOVE ALONG PERFORATION

FIRST NAME:

